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In THE NEW CHINESE ASTROLOGY, best-selling author and astrologer, Suzanne White,

demystifies the complex Chinese Zodiac. She explains in-depth all 12 Animal Signs. Which

Chinese signs is yours? Dragon? Dog? Rabbit? How does your sign affect your character?

Dogs are worriers. Rats like to talk. Dragons love celebrations and Tigers are always gone off

somewhere. This amusing, yet serious, and informative volume describes each animal sign's

individual characteristics, special capabilities and particular health problems. Suzanne White

details how the five Chinese elements affect each animal sign. Discover the terrible Tiger's

major weak spots. Find out why Rats get married so often. Learn what foods the Ox and the

Horse should avoid and why Monkeys flee the spotlight.In this hefty volume we also discover

how people of the various signs relate to one another as friends, lovers, family members and

colleagues. Suzanne White reveals which matches are truly harmonious - and which unions

are a recipe for disaster. She also notes the names of celebrities born under the various

Chinese signs. Best thing about this book? It offers valuable tips on improving one's personal

destiny. Finally, THE NEW CHINESE ASTROLOGY predicts what the next twelve years bode

for you, your friends, and even your enemies! Lively, accessible and witty, The New Chinese

Astrology is never boring. In fact, it's fun to read. Whether you're a seasoned expert or just

plain curious about your own or your loved ones' Chinese animal signs, THE NEW CHINESE

ASTROLOGY is a marvelous resource in your personal quest for understanding yourself and

of those you interact with every day.
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swINTRODUCTIONLET ME EXPLAIN …I have always liked to begin my books with a little

story about myself, about how I came to write this one and about who I am, indeed, to be

assuming to write such a work. It may sound egomaniacal. It is. But here goes, anyway.Those



of you who already know me are aware that I first heard of Chinese astrology when I was a

twenty-five-year-old, skinny, self-pitying American fashion model living in Paris. There, through

a hippie boyfriend, I met a grand old wizard of Chinese character divination who advised me to

get out of modeling and into writing.He did not tell me to get out of Paris, so I stayed there for a

while and married. But ultimately I followed the old gentleman’s advice and became a writer.

First, I penned vapid, humorous articles about women’s problems in women’s magazines.

Then, aged thirty-three, I batted out my standard purge first novel all about me. It failed. But

that did not discourage me. The old Chinese man had been right. I was far happier as a writer

than as a fashion model. So I sat down and wrote a book about, of all things, Chinese

astrology! Amazingly, Chinese Astrology, Plain and Simple. did not fail. Au contraire! It was

(and still is) a huge success— translations into all languages, enough money to eat for a few

years and well ... it worked.After that, I had two beautiful kids and started yet another big fat

novel (this time about some fascinating people besides myself). Then, suddenly, before I could

finish it, I got very busy being a recovering cancer patient. When I was well and strong again, I

wrote another book about astrology. This time I served as matchmaker: I married the two types

of astrology we all know best, Western and Chinese, into a system I call New Astrology. By

then (1985) I had gained a reputation as an astrologer. I had even started reading charts,

interpreting people’s planetary configurations, adding in their Chinese astrological data. I was

getting astonishing results. In the process I was finding out more and more about my favorite

subject, Chinese astrology, and how it affects every part of a person’s life. Not only was I still

riveted by the accuracy of Chinese character reading, but I was discovering how one’s Chinese

sign affects health patterns. I grew familiar with the five elements and how they govern the

different years in which we are born. I learned about how Tigers get on with Dragons, and

Goats with Snakes. I learned how to use Chinese astrology to help people understand

themselves and their families, friends and acquaintances.After fifteen years of study and

experience, of toiling over obscure Oriental notions, of juggling thousands of variables and

applying them to real people, I had acquired so much new Chinese astrological wisdom that I

decided to write a companion book to my first. My original book is really a primer. It gives a

sound basis for understanding the skeleton of the Chinese astrological system. It is a readable,

interesting and, in its own way, complete book. If you haven’t already, I urge you to read it. But I

wrote that book back in 1976. Today, I am a different woman. Not only have I gained new

knowledge, but I have met colonies of colorful new people whose behavior perfectly illustrates

the influence of their Chinese animal signs. How could I resist wanting to share the best of a

trove of stories about some of my new friends: Kathryn, the genius Monkey; Val, the arch

conservative liberal Rooster; and Bill, the Dog who barks overbearing customers right out of

his tiny rural bookshop. Most of all, I want to tell you as much as I can about how this mystical

system of Chinese astrology works and how it can help you to see your way through life's

complexities.It has been said that I am possessed of an uncanny intuition. Although I am a

mathematical dunce, a loss as a logician, and can figure out absolutely nothing through cause

and effect, I have always felt that if I follow my hunches, listen to my innermost voices, heed the

little muse that lives directly over my right shoulder and urges me to “Hurry up! Go ahead! Do

it!” then I practically never make giant mistakes.Why, then, do I insist on continuing to write

books about Chinese astrology when I could be writing books about hunches or muses or

innermost voices?I have a friend in New York called Celeste. She is a professional astrologer

and an impressive spook, not some abracadabra spirit worshipper weirdo. Celeste is her real

name, and her Italian Catholic parents certainly did not predict that she would choose, at age

thirty-five, to become an astrologer. Celeste is a Sagittarius and a Tiger. Sagittarian Tigers do



not fool around.Last January Celeste came to visit me one afternoon in my winter quarters in

Sag Harbor. She had heard of me through a mutual acquaintance who runs a metaphysical

bookshop in our small Long Island town, and had been told I was an astrologer, nothing

more.We had lunch and then repaired to my upstairs office to tinker with a complicated

astrology program I had just put on my computer. Later, when we’d had enough of that, we

went downstairs to sit in the living room, drink herb tea and chat.Celeste, whom I had only just

met, sat opposite me on the couch, sipping her steaming brew. “I’m curious,” she said. “Why did

you decide to become an astrologer?”I answered, “I didn’t. Astrology chose me.” My reply

seemed glib but was the truth. I had consulted an astrologer in Paris, I explained, when I was

young. “After that it seemed there was no going back.”“You mean you had no choice?” asked

the concerned humanitarian Sagittarian.“Well,” I began. “I grew up in the sixties. Then I married

a Southern Californian with astrological leanings. Also, I am quite responsive to the wisdom of

my intuition. Yet ... I really can’t explain it. Astrology is just part of life for me.”“Do you ever feel

as though you’re being pushed into it?” asked Celeste with an inquisitive air.Here was a new

wrinkle. I nodded. “Yes.” I clasped my hands and leaned towards her, interested. “Yes, I do. All

the time. I feel almost obliged to write about it. It’s as though I may as well not even try to

escape it. Chinese astrology is like a strong wind at my back.”“Chinese astrology?” said

Celeste, amazed. “You mean you’re a Chinese astrologist?”“Yes. Well, I write books about

Chinese astrology. Not often about Western signs. Fm not really an astrologer the way you are.

I’m just a writer who dabbles in astrology.”Celeste gave a short laugh and sat back against the

cushions. “Oh, boy,” she said. “Oh, boy.” She sat forward, looked straight at me and said, “Did

you know that there is a little old Chinese man standing behind your chair?”I wheeled around,

glanced up and saw nothing. Turning back to face her I smiled. “You were only kidding!” I was

relieved “No,” she said. “I am not kidding. I’ve been sitting here for half an hour wondering what

that old Chinese guy was doing around you like that. He’s been there all day.”I twisted my body

again, trying to spy my Chinese companion. Once again I saw nothing. “Celeste, this gives me

the creeps,” I said firmly.Celeste reassured me. “Oh, don’t worry,” she said. “Your Chinese man

isn’t evil. He is very, very happy. You are doing his work for him. That's what he’s trying to tell

you. ‘Hurry up! Go ahead! Do it!’ he’s saying.”I didn’t know Celeste very well then, but have

since learned that her visions are usually pure insight and can definitely be trusted. Thanks to

her, I am confident that The New Chinese Astrology will be .a huge success.WHAT IS

ASTROLOGY?Astrology is neither witchcraft nor magic. No serious astrologer claims to be

able to predict exactly what will happen to whom when. And no astrologer worth his salt

believes that preparing and interpreting astrological charts is absolutely scientific either. Yet we

all know and accept that our individual astrological charts can be basic to learning about what

makes us tick. But our personal horoscope gives nowhere near the whole story. The complete

person, our real inner self, our soul, spirit, nature, id, ego, or whatever we call it, not so easily

accessible. Before getting to the bottom of our psyches, to understand our full range of

emotions and character traits, we must find out much more.The quest for self-perception is

long, arduous and often dead-ended. Whether through astrology, psychology, phrenology,

analysis, hypnotherapy, healing, numerology, tarot, I Ching or any number of other perfectly

valid tools for developing self-knowledge, we almost never get the full picture. We usually only

scratch the surface of who we really are, reveal only a single aspect or catch a mere hint of our

total character.But we must be patient. We must not give up. Like detectives, we are well

advised to keep a mental magnifying glass handy to examine our motives and watch for

negative patterns in our behavior. Tendencies that we ourselves unwittingly develop.

Personality quirks which, if not properly managed or kept in check, can do us in. In other



words, if we know who are, we can better control what we do.If we conscientiously delve and

snoop behind our own scenes, we can discover new aspects of who we really are, find out how

we can improve our personalities, foil our pet neuroses and alter destructive life patterns that

we keep repeating to our own detriment. Painstakingly, during a whole lifetime, we should try

to assess our real character and make adjustments to our behavior in order to find peace of

mind and to live in harmony with others.Everything CountsAstrology can help. But it is not the

whole answer.Looking objectively at our individual natures, we can readily see that from the

day we are born, our selves and our lives are governed by hundreds of different influences.

Each of us is a hodgepodge, a crazy quilt of varied component parts: astrology, heredity,

geographical situation, environment, nationality, social class, economic stratum, religion,

physical appearance, stamina, health, race, sex, and free will, to name but a few. Astrology

helps to give us a basis. But we must try to take all the aspects of our complex selves into

consideration.Let's say you are the daughter of a Polish Jewish man and an Irish Catholic

woman. You were born in Latvia but raised in Chicago. Your father started his career as a

vegetable salesman pushing a cart in the street and ended up owning four supermarkets. You

were raised in the Catholic faith and went to convent schools. You were never sick when you

were small but you have inherited your father’s allergies and now suffer from terrible hay fever.

Your birth date is 12 June 1946, which makes you a Gemini/Dog. You are Caucasian and your

sex is female.Perhaps you feel that from the moment you discovered that you were born a

Gemini/Dog, certain of your character traits became crystal clear. Maybe you can finally see

why you have always been accused of being a worrywart and talking too much. But think about

it. Being raised Catholic in a convent school might have added a dose of guilt and made you a

worse worrywart than you already were. And having a Jewish father and a Catholic mother

could inspire some insecurities or uncertainties as well. And being born in Latvia and unable to

return there until the end of the Russian occupation means something, too. What am I getting

at?Just this. Please don’t expect astrology to give you all the answers. Count on me and my

astrologer cronies to shed light on your crowded, complicated life. Don’t be afraid to go looking

in my work for clues to your strengths or character flaws. My job is to try to clear up your

doubts about yourself, to show you how your Chinese astrological sign affects you.But my job

is certainly not to land on your windowsill like some ungainly, middle-aged Tinkerbell, wave my

magic wand and zap your ailing refrigerator back into service. I cannot abracadabra your

deeply ingrained, repeated and, in some cases, hereditary defects. I cannot put a stop to your

insistence on hugging and nurturing a cherished neurosis. If you want to hate cabbage and

carrots because you despised the noisy creaking of your father’s vegetable cart, I cannot do

anything about it. Only you can stop that nonsense.Sometimes, people ask embarrassing

questions of astrologers. “Will I die young?” or “Has my husband been cheating on me?” or

“Does my wife ever fantasize about the next-door neighbor?” or “When is my baby due?” One

reader wrote me a letter. “Dear Suzanne White,” it began. “Give me back my husband!” A caller

from the central rural part of France rang up to say that he knew I had been reading his mail

and that in the night I was burning his throat.And while we’re on the subject, here’s one for you:

a faithful reader from Zaire sent me an expensive overland two-months late international

money order for $20, requesting that I remove the evil spell from wife number three, who had

already borne seven of his children (whose magnificent classical-sounding names he had

carefully listed), and who, it appeared, never felt like making love with him any more. I wrote

back and said I was sorry, but I couldn’t help him. I mean, I am not a witch. Nonetheless, I

fervently believe in the value and truth of Chinese astrology.Most astrologies are densely

complicated. To know how to do astrology, one almost has to have studied it. Yet, there are



parts of astrology that we can get close to fast. And these are the parts we will be using here. I

won’t be able to clear up all your doubts, but I will try to give you more than one clue to your

real character. Once you have some clues, it’s easier to solve your own mysteries.As for me, I

am convinced that when it comes to reading character, Chinese astrology works. I am not a

missionary, so I won’t try to persuade you now. Rather, I suggest you read about your Chinese

sign. If you don’t find yourself in the descriptions, chances are you haven’t been leveling with

yourself about who you really are deep down. So if you don’t identify with your animal sign at

all, ask someone close to you to read your chapter. I’ll wager they’ll see more than one

similarity between you and the Monkey, Rat or Snake you really are. And I will further bet that

they will be able to help you to see yourself in a clearer light.WHAT IS CHINESE

ASTROLOGY?IS CHINESE ASTROLOGY ANYTHING LIKE WESTERN ASTROLOGY?Like

our own western astrology, Chinese astrology uses twelve different signs or symbols to define

twelve basic categories of human being. Similarly to western astrology, the Chinese system

uses a person’s birthdate as the basis for his sign, so in some ways the two systems are alike.

Now, lets have a look at how they differ.Astrology = astral + study = study of the starsZodiac =

zoo + circle = circle of animalsWe tend to use the terms astrology and zodiac almost

interchangeably. Yet the Chinese zodiac is literally a circle of animals, and is not very astral at

all. Chinese astrology looks to philosophy, the calendar, the cosmos and the rhythms of nature

for its ideas and predictions about events and character. Western astrology, on the other hand,

looks heavenward to the stars. Western astrologers chart the positions and movements of

heavenly configurations to draw conclusions about both nature and the future.Our own

astrological signs are monthly. Each of our signs has a different heaven-inspired mythological

name and corresponds to a period equivalent to a single moon cycle. If you were born the in

moon cycle period labeled Aquarius, then in western astrological terms you are an

Aquarian.Chinese zodiacal signs are yearly. Each Chinese sign has a different animal name

and corresponds to a period equivalent to an entire Chinese calendar year. If you were born in

a yearlong period which the Chinese label the Dragon Year, then in Chinese astrological terms

you are a Dragon. Simple? Yes. Chinese astrology is so simple that you need only know the

year of your birth to find out which of the twelve signs is yours.In Chinese astrology there are

no intricate charts to draw up or elusive rising signs to calculate. But there is one tricky aspect

to consider. The Chinese New Year falls on a different date every year. This holiday can occur

as early as mid-January or not until late February. So, if you were born in either January or

February; that is, if you are either Capricorn or Aquarius in western astrology, please consult

the Chinese Calendar on page 19 to find out whether your particular birthdate falls into the

previous or the new Chinese year. Once you have determined your Chinese astrological sign,

you need only read the chapter that corresponds to you. You will see that knowing the

characteristics of your Chinese Animal sign will set you on the path to a whole new

understanding of yourself.The Chinese animal symbols are: Rat, Ox, Tiger, Cat, Dragon,

Snake, Horse, Goat, Monkey, Rooster, Dog and Pig. These animals always appear in the same

order.At first, when I, learned about Chinese astrology, I found the choice of these animals odd.

Yet, when I considered the agrarian society that existed in early China, it began to make

perfect sense. The philosophers needed to make concrete their findings about how each of

twelve individual years balances the power between Yin and Yang. They used familiar animals

that were most characteristic of the style or tone of that year. Take the Ox year, for example. It’s

the second year of the twelve-year cycle. The Ox year is a traditionally slow-moving, hard-

working year, suggesting a predominance of Yin over Yang. To depict it in the zodiac, the

Chinese chose the slow and stubborn yet familiar beast of labor, the Water Buffalo or Ox, a Yin



creature.For the bombastic and festive fifth year of the cycle, they naturally chose the noisy,

mythical Dragon. The frisky seventh year is called Horse. Some of the animals are not so

familiar to us now as they were back then in rural China. For example, we find rats despicable.

Yet, in a barnyard setting, a rat is a very respected beast. Yes, he is invasive, but he is also

powerful, protects his own and knows how to hoard food. In times of famine, the Rat is king. He

takes first place in the zodiac cycle.Since the beginning of recorded Chinese time, 2637 B.C.,

the animal sequence has recurred faithfully every twelve years. It always begins with the Rat

and ends with the Pig. And—to make things even more convenient for us twentieth-century

Westerners—1900 was a Rat year. That means that the next Rat year was 1912 and 1924,

1936, 1948, 1960, 1972, 1984 were all Rat years. Anybody born in any of these years is a

Rat.Surely by now you are wondering how a grown woman like myself dares go about

proclaiming that all the people born in a single year are alike. I have heard this doubt

expressed more than once. I sometimes wonder myself. I often ponder how and why it is that

as early as 2637 B.C., the Chinese began dividing time into periods of sixty years and then

subdividing them by twelve, giving the individual years animal names and characteristics. It

seems weird, doesn’t it? Quaint and folkloric.There is a legend that Buddha called all the

animals in the kingdom together for a conference— and only twelve arrived. He supposedly

then rewarded each of his guests by naming a year after them. As the Rat had arrived first, he

got the first year, and so on down the line all the way through twelve beasts, to the Pig who had

come in last. Now that I have been actively involved in Chinese astrology for over fifteen years,

I realize that the Buddha legend is only a legend. In an effort to sniff out the real beginnings, I

have asked many scholars for a historical explanation of the origins of Chinese astrology and

several Chinese sages have provided me with as many possibilities.The one I believe and

hence share with you comes from my esteemed friend and guru, a brilliant Vietnamese

astrologer, Master Rao. Rao taught me that Chinese astrology, in one form or another, was

widely used all over the Orient from the fortieth century B.C. It became especially popular

between 2953 and 2838 B.C. under the Emperor Fu Hsi and again under Shen Nung, who was

born in the twenty-eighth century B.C. The zodiacal system and its philosophies as we know

them today were codified by Ta Nao, an able minister of Emperor Huang Ti, born about 2704

B.C. It was made official in 2637 B.C. and was formally inaugurated, as were other historical

events, at the sixtieth anniversary of the same popular Emperor Huang Ti’s accession to the

throne. For forty-six centuries thereafter, this system was used as the national standard and

touched on all state affairs in China.Rao knows a great deal about Chinese history and is an

author and practicing astrologer. So, insofar as I can grasp them with my clumsy Western

mind, I trust his facts. Also, I am satisfied with what I have observed through using Chinese

astrology over the years among my own clients and friends. No matter what started it or who

was responsible for the first sign being Rat, the sixth Snake and the tenth Rooster, I am

completely convinced. This Chinese astrology thing is a real, sane and functional tool for self-

development. Besides, I don’t know who invented thought or wisdom, metaphysics, rationale or

poetry, but not knowing precisely where these things began doesn’t stop me from using one or

all of these abstractions to personal advantage almost every day of my life.After all this time, I

am still amazed by the uncanny accuracy of Chinese astrology. Maybe I am even hooked on it,

because each time I add a name to my address book, I jot the person’s Chinese sign next to

his name. Each time I encounter a person in my business life or start an acquaintanceship with

someone, I try to guess his Chinese sign. Often I succeed. But if not, I unashamedly ask them

what year they were born. Sometimes they tell me and sometimes they don’t. But if they hang

around for any length of time, sooner or later I make it my business to find out, so I can add



their name to my personal Chinese sign chart and start comparing their characters to the

thousands of others already enrolled. If you are at all skeptical, I strongly suggest you make

twelve lists of names of people you know and keep them up to date. Make some comparisons

and observations of your own. Once you have done this for six to eight months, you won’t need

any more convincing.Over and over I have seen Chinese Astrology work for myself, for my

family and my friends. In business, in love and in daily life, the evidence is clear. Everyone born

under the same animal symbol has been allotted about the same destiny capital and will have

about the same character traits. They’ll have like strengths and weaknesses, comparable

preferences and aversions, parallel health patterns and even medical predispositions. Their

emotional makeup and reactions will be predictably similar, too. We are born with a certain

wherewithal. What we do with our birth fortune is up to us.People born in Pig years are all

somewhat naive and hate to say no; Rats are aggressive and talkative; Dogs loyal and ardent,

Snakes altruistic and attractive; Dragons healthy and noisy; Horses independent and

pragmatic; Goats dependent and creative and have no sense of time; Oxen slow and eloquent;

Tigers rash and magnetic; Cats flee conflict and love tradition; Monkeys are entertaining and

give lots of presents; Roosters are resourceful and bossy and adore clothes.One thing is for

sure. I did not invent Chinese astrology. But it is so damned clever and accurate and user-

friendly that I sometimes wish I had.CHINESE PHILOSOPHY IN THREE EASY

LESSONSChinese astrology is a field of study which grew out of a philosophy. Chinese

philosophy is often difficult for Westerners to comprehend. Because I want to share at least my

own smidgeon of Chinese philosophy with you, I have tried to chop through the dense thicket

of eastern thought and tidy up some of the branches. Here’s what I have understood so

far.Chinese astrology has its origins in three very different yet interdependent philosophical

concepts essential to Chinese thought: Yin and, Yang; the five elements; and the Chinese

calendar.Yin and YangYin and Yang are the two main opposite but equal Chinese philosophical

forces. The power of Yin is sometimes interpreted as passive, female, docile, receptive and

society-oriented. Conversely, the Yang energy is said to be aggressive, male and socially

indifferent. To the Chinese, everything in life is either Yin or Yang, and the trick to achieving

harmony is knowing how to balance Yin and Yang so they operate in synergy rather than

clash.According to Chinese thought, any circumstance in the universe—a rainstorm, a night of

love, a child taking its first steps, a wobbly bedstead, a frantic phone call, a dish of steaming

pasta, a traffic accident, a dancing bride and groom or a washing-line in the sunlight—is the

direct result of an energy balance or imbalance between Yin and Yang. Complicated?Patience.

Please hear me out.According to Chinese philosophy, the world is a huge, interdependent

clump wherein absolutely everything is relative to everything else. Even tiny imbalances in

nature can and will create commotion in the events of human life. In a given circumstance,

when one of the two main life forces is disturbed, it displaces the proportion of Yin and Yang.

The situation then becomes lopsided. This disproportion plays hell with harmony and our

troubles begin.So Yin and Yang are both basic to life and constitute the basis of life. They are

the most important essential energies or forces in the Chinese-thought universe. Naturally,

each of the Chinese animals is either Yin or Yang.The Five Elements—Wood, Fire, Earth,

Metal, WaterTo allow for movement to occur and bring about change, Chinese philosophy calls

upon the five elements as agents of change and reaction. Change, the Chinese think, derives

from the influence of the five main elements—Wood, Fire, Earth, Metal and Water—on the

basic Yin or Yang energies. Like in the old rock, paper, scissors game that we played as kids,

each of these five Chinese elements has the ability to control and/or destroy the previous

element, and is capable of producing the element that directly follows it. In the regenerative



cycle of the elements, Water engenders Wood. Wood begets Fire. Fire burns to Earth. Earth

creates Metal and Metal gives way to Water.Wood is characterized by the color green. Wood

heralds the beginning of life, springtime and buds, sensuality and fecundity. Wood’s influence

affects the liver, the gallbladder and, by extension, the digestion. Wood needs moisture to

thrive. Its two opposite yet equally emotional forces are rage and altruism. The Wood person

will be expansive, outgoing and socially conscious.Wood, in its turn, can create and nourish

Fire. Fire’s signatory color is red. Fire is hot weather, satisfaction of nature, aridity and dust.

The tongue and the small intestine are the centers of attention in the Fire person’s body. Fire

makes heat, which either warms or burns. The Fire person must constantly seek to balance a

tendency to explode and possibly destroy, against a desire to create coziness and warmth.

Passionate by nature, this impatient, ebullient person must strive to keep his flame under

control.Earth is created from the ashes of the Fire. Now we are in the soothingly satisfying late

summer cycle. Earth’s favorite color is yellow, which represents the equanimity between

beginnings and. endings. The weather of Earth is mild or temperate. In the human body, Earth

influences spleen, pancreas and mouth. Earth's two opposite but equal forces which need to

be kept in constant balance are enhancing and smothering. On the one hand Earth gives care

and allows for growth and improvement. On the other, Earth buries roots and snuffs out

breath. Earth people are gifted for fairness and have the ability to commit themselves to

protracted projects and complete Herculean tasks with ease. They must struggle against a

penchant for worry.The Earth grows Metal in her veins. Metal says white and autumn. Metal is

cool, crisp weather. Metal’s effect on the body centers in the lungs and respiratory system. It

only secondarily rules the large intestine and the nose. Metal people like to communicate. They

need to keep discord and harmony in constant balance. Metal signifies the onset of winter. Its

influence can sometimes add sadness or gloom to an astrological chart. Two of Metal’s

emotional forces are melancholy and romance. I see Metal as Wagnerian. Metal people must

guard against a tendency to wallow in nostalgia.Lastly, Metal begets Water—groundwater

trickling its way through layers of the Earth’s ore. Water’s color is blue. Its season is full-blown

winter. Water is always moving, fluid, and mutational. In our bodies, water’s influence affects

our plumbing systems, the kidneys and the bladder. The ear, too, comes under the spell of

Water. Hence people born in Water-ruled years are frequently musical. They pick up on

everything. Be it good or bad, they never miss a vibe. Water-ruled creatures are always very

sensitive and sometimes even mentally fragile. The downside of Water’s influence, then, is a

stressful nervousness. To balance that fidgety, squeamish, overly sensitive side, Water endows

its subjects with the noblest quality of all, kindness and sympathy. Sometimes too permeable,

the Water-ruled must take precautions against drowning in the chagrin of those they see as

less fortunate than themselves.So, the five elements cause the commotion and are responsible

for creating and maintaining both balance and imbalance—for moving things around and

making life interesting. These purveyors of change can be controlled or not, depending on how

one manages them.Each animal year of the Chinese zodiac has been assigned one of the five

elements. That element turns up twice in the cycle going away for another ten years. The five

elements are always presented in the above order. Once we know this, we can understand how

the elements directly affect us and pertain to individual characters.The Chinese CalendarThe

Chinese calendar year contains either twelve or thirteen moons. Unlike our fixed Gregorian

calendar, which always ends plunk on December 31 and begins promptly at midnight on

January 1, the Chinese year is a flexible entity which never begins or ends on the same date

twice in a row. The Chinese year may terminate any time between late January and mid-

February on our calendar (see charts on pp 19 for specific dates). Just as on our calendar, the



last day of the old Chinese year falls the day before the first day of the new Chinese year. For

example, a Dog year ended on 7 February 1959, the Pig year directly following it started on 8

February of that same year. So, if you were born in January or up thru 7 February of 1959 on

the Gregorian calendar, your birthday falls into the previous Chinese Dog year: even though we

call 1959 a Pig year, you are still a Dog.The Chinese divide up time differently, too. Our

Gregorian or Christian calendar is made up of centuries that cover one hundred years and are

subdivided by ten into ten-year periods called decades: 10 x 10 = 100. The Chinese have

“centuries”, too, but they are only sixty Chinese years long. The sixty-year Chinese “centuries”

are divided into five twelve-year periods that 1 like to call “dozencades”: 5 x 12 = 60.The

Chinese are not in the twentieth century of their calendar. They are way ahead of us, not only

because they started earlier and didn’t base everything in their calendar on the birth of Christ,

but because they have shorter, sixty-year centuries. The Chinese entered their seventy-eighth

“century”, dating from way back in 2367 B.C. at the sixtieth anniversary celebration of the

Emperor Huang Ti, February 2 1984. The next Chinese sixty year long “century” will start in

2044.The elements work by governing each animal sign once through the sixty-year “century”.

You will not come across a Water Pig or a Horse more than once in sixty years. This fact alone

accounts for sixty different basic character or destiny types. Further, when a learned Chinese

astrologer draws up a chart for an individual person according to the Chinese astrological

system, he takes into consideration the month and the season, the time of day and the type of

weather on the day of birth as well as certain astral configurations at the moment of birth. In all,

good Chinese astrologers deal with a base of no less than 512,640 different possible

personality charts. This means that only two people in a million stand a chance of being born

with identical destinies.In this book, we shall approach an in-depth, yet jolly, understanding of

the twelve basic animal signs—their character traits, their good and bad habits, their tastes and

dislikes. We’ll discuss their physical type, their health and their love behavior. Then, we will take

a look at the sixty possible variations on these twelve human themes created by the governing

elements’ influences. Following that, we’ll take a glimpse into the future and see how our

particular sign will fare throughout the entire twelve-year Chinese cycle. Finally, we shall

examine our Compatibilities to see how each of us gets along with the various members of the

other signs.I hope this jaunt through the byways of Chinese Astrology as it applies to modern

life will prove both amusing and useful. If not, drop me a line at the address below and I'll try to

answer your queries.Suzanne WhiteTHE CHINESE CALENDARTHE RELENTLESS

RATIllustrious Rat,You lucky Rat, you. In China, Rats are very highly prized (and not just for

supper). You are power hungry and know how to “go for it”. Once you get those tiny Rat claws

firmly around an honored position, you hold on for dear life. Leadership becomes you. People

respect you. You seem so cool. You are fun-loving and sociable. But your private self is often

fidgety and nervous. You need to talk problems through. Getting anxiety off your chest is as

good as putting it out of your mind.Some accuse you of being too communicative. Let's just say

you talk a lot. You are not a willing idler. You're quick-witted. You speed through work so as to

have plenty of time left to meddle in what others are up to. When dealing in delicate matters,

you instinctively know how to keep your whiskers clean. Yet, you are not a born straight arrow.

You would always rather zigzag your way to fame and fortune than trot the straight and

narrow.You tend to be picky… and paradoxical. You are an odd mix of profligate and thrifty,

saving everything from worn-out rubber bands to frayed shirt collars, just in case. Then you go

spending like a bandit on some extortionately costly bauble that you deem essential to your

well-being.You charm others into doing what you want. Winning friends and seducing lovers is

child's play for you sexy Rat folk. Still, I don't see you as promiscuous: you are the marrying



kind; you require a family.Why not run out and win yourself a flamboyant Dragon, a

conscientious Ox or a trickier-than-thou Monkey mate? Steer clear of Cats and Horses. Youth

is a jolly time for you, energetic Rat, but midlife can bring your downfall due to errors of

judgment in love or business matters. If you deign to seek counsel from friends, your golden

years should prove comfortable and cloudless. My advice? Stop fretting. You'll never starve. For

love or money. Crafty go-getters like you rarely do.STARTING IN 1900 ALL RATS WERE OR

WILL BE BORNIN THE FOLLOWING YEARS:THE RAT ID CARDLasting symbols have

special powers. Enhance your self-image by surrounding yourself with tangible signs of your

own identity and make these symbols known to your friends and loved ones. Use them daily

and they will bring you luck, security and feeling of personal worth.YOUR BESTcolor is warm

ochreflower is daisyfragrance is sandalwoodtree is oakflavor is piquantbirthstone is

emeraldlucky number is 11YOUR FAVORITEfood is sweetbreadsanimal is wild goosedrink is

fine red winespice is coriandermetal is bronzeherb is rosemaryinstrument is violinTHE RAT IS

YIN. THE RAT MOTTO IS “I RULE”Sunny side up, Rats are charming, protective,

compassionate, communicative, dynamic, familial, thrifty, skillful, sober, upright, attractive,

idealistic, prosperous, experimental, talented, adaptable, open-minded, brilliant

entrepreneurs.But in their darker Moments Rats may wax verbose, become possessive, picky,

defensive, excessive, addictive, fickle, stingy, bumptious, bossy, exploitive, anxious,

argumentative, opinionated, overbearing and downright self-obsessed.RAT TALESLegend has

it that Buddha called together twelve symbolic animals for a power powwow. The Rat showed

up first. As recompense for his alacrity, Buddha awarded him the honor of being the first sign of

the Chinese zodiac. To know a Rat is to understand just how seriously each one takes

Buddha's gift of first position. “Born leader” is a gross understatement. Rats are leadership

freaks.Rats are the people for whom the expression, “Never a dull moment” was invented. They

love fiercely, work intensely, play with the zeal of a driven golf ball, compete with everyone in

sight (including themselves) and never stop talking. Rats have opinions on all subjects. What's

more, they never cease to offer them. They insist on discussing every aspect and nuance of

any idea, scrutinizing all the details and dissecting each shade of meaning.Rats do too much,

go in too many directions at once and are constantly at risk of scattering their efforts too

widely, weakening the thrust of their central strength. Most Rats get more accomplished in

twenty-four hours than the rest of us do in as many days. An engine inside their ratty little

heads hums along in perpetual motion, jet-propelling them to achieve.The name of the Rat

game is “Herculean performance”. No halfway measures or small potatoes for Rats. They are

never satisfied with the mediocre. Piddling projects bore them. Routine stifles them. Only

novelty and excitement stir the cauldron, causing their little Rat hearts to throb kaboom,

kaboom. Daredevil plans, romantic callings entice and inspire them. Out of nowhere, pouf! Off

flies your favorite Rat, following his heart instead of his hitherto reasonable head. Next thing

you know he's running a war or diving for pearls.The Rat doesn't flinch at transplanting his

entire family in Thailand for a year to learn the language and discover Thai cuisine, music and

art. He feels adventure ought to be the norm - the more harrowing, the happier the

Rat.Although he can be thoughtful at times, it is rare to catch a Rat sitting quietly. These people

are constantly, exaggeratedly and with reckless abandon, on the run. Rats jump on the

treadmill when they leap out of bed in the morning and never stop till they drop back into bed.

“Go” is their byword, action their hobby, drama the very soul of their existence. Rats need

movement the way Dogs need company. Anything less than whirlwind running, chasing and

accomplishing depresses the Rat. If he stops whirring like an overwrought helicopter, he sinks

and sulks, complains and drives everyone to distraction.Rats are not easy, but they are worth it



—ask anyone who has a Rat for a lover, parent, child or friend. Rats adore and cherish those

close to them, pay them incessant compliments, remind their loved ones when to take their

medicine, drive them to the mountains in the middle of the night for a ski jaunt, give up Sunday

afternoon to hang kitchen cupboards single-handedly, advise on finances, decorating, or

heartbreak.Rats not only esteem and protect those they love—they take the necessary time to

do so as well. They are passed masters at giving undivided attention or creating individually

designed moments in order to please and encourage any person they adore.Holding the job of

close friend or companion to the Rat is absorbing, time-consuming, exhausting work. Rats pick

up on every trace of a new expression. Every sigh or smirk that you don’t monitor yourself will

be monitored by your Rat companion. When a Rat is talking to you, you dare not let your

attention stray: “Are you listening to me?” he asks.Rat chat can be tedious. They need to talk

but are not attracted to the solitary game of monologue-in-the-mirror. They need an audience.

They crave feedback. If you are so lucky as to be chosen as a Rat interlocutor, you are sure to

be flattered—at first. In the beginning, you may even get a word or two in edgeways. Watch him

operate, though. You tell your story and, charmingly, he comes right back with something—but

only vaguely related. If he's angling to use a lot of your time, he may even give you a second

chance to redirect the conversation. But Ratso's hidden agenda calls for him to take over the

direction of the chat and ultimately monopolize it.Stories you have heard before are a very

important part of every Rat's repertoire. “Did I ever tell you about the day Bernadette and I

went to the supermarket and a Turkish chap in a long robe tried to steal our car?” or “ I wonder

if I told you about that man I dated in the sixties who liked to be beaten with spaghetti?”

Because you know that your Rat desperately needs to recount his favorite episode, you sit

back and listen raptly.While you’re at it, notice the intricacy of those lengthy preambles. Rats

have a tendency to start all their personal stories in their mother’s birth canal, tracing each

developing molecule through infancy and childhood until finally, an hour later, they arrive at

yesterday's gripping experience with the balding bank teller whose eyes are two different

colors. If you have half a life to blow sitting around shooting the breeze, you should team up

with a garrulous Rat. You will never be bored.But you might be irked and infuriated by his

occasionally pushy style. Rats have trouble accepting second place. Not only are they jealous

of attention given to others, but they must be seen to shine and be thought of as the brains and

soul behind everything. Backseat driving, for example, is a Rat specialty. In company, Rats

often try to usurp the dynamic of the group, and because they are both seductive and

aggressive, they often accomplish this—sometimes by the most divinely clever and slinky

means.Quick of wit and fleet of foot, Rats know better than almost anyone how to take their

time, sneak up on their prey, focus on their target and pounce at the perfect split second. When

first they join the group, Rats pretend to cooperate with the crowd, play all the socially

necessary games, fitting neatly in like putty in a window frame. Then, when you least expect it,

they rocket to a position of force, effortlessly zap the others into submission and perform a

peaceful (but no-nonsense) takeover.Richard Reventlow, my Rat friend in New York, gives

arcane surprise parties for his unsuspecting wife, Sheila. One year we were all invited to Bali

for a beachy birthday party complete with sarongs.But in group play, unless Richard-the-Rat

gets to be the mother, he takes his dolly dishes and goes home in a huff.I shall never forget the

time I went to the cinema with the Reventlows. It was years ago but the feeling that went with

the moment has permanently lodged in my left elbow. When we entered the lobby, Richard

patiently waited to buy our tickets then motioned Sheila and me ahead of him and took back

his three stubs from the man at the door. As we crossed the threshold of the darkened cinema

looking for a seat, I was in the lead. I don't like to bother other people when they’re already



engrossed by being picky over seats, so I hastily opted for three on the aisle in the middle

block. Then, I started to sit down, silently, discreetly, beckoning my friends to join me.Suddenly

I was lifted from my half-sit by a gripping hand beneath my elbow. Then, I was ordered—yes,

ordered—to “Come with me!” by the previously gentlemanly Richard Reventlow.I resisted. “No,

Richard. This is just fine. Please sit down.” I tried to disengage my elbow from his iron

grasp.But nothing doing. Reventlow had something else in mind, seats that he, the self-

appointed leader of this party, would choose. “Follow me,” he said in a loud hiss.This decision-

making position, I could tell, was crucial to the bones of his Rat self. He felt that it was his job,

his duty, his privilege and his responsibility to remove me from the role of pilot and assume his

birthright—leadership.I didn't want to make a scene, so I followed him and sat down where he

wanted me to. I might add that Sheila (who expects such behavior by now) trotted sheep-like

behind us. I was furious. I had been transformed into a helpless child by this normally sweet

man. Richard the Rat had turned into Hitler. I sat through the whole film in a white rage and

vowed never to go to the movies with my friend Richard again.Of course this has had no

impact on his takeover charms. When it comes to being captain even of a rowing boat, he (like

all Rats) perseveres until the job is his. His ends very often justify his means: when he plays

scoutmaster one always has a good time.Being choosy about who runs the show has

enormous advantages. Richard-the Rat's need for ascendancy, his determination to be

consulted above all others and to make the final decisions recently saved his wife's life.One

afternoon Sheila had a headache. It got worse and she had to lie down. The kids called

Richard home from the office. He summoned an ambulance and raced his wife to the nearest

hospital where they immediately did a scan. The attending doctor came out saying, “Your wife

is having a massive cerebral hemorrhage. Either I operate or I don't. It's up to you.”Poor

Richard, who always has every detail under control, who governs his life and his family's lives

with loving care, was frightened. Thirty years of loving marriage and now this ... Sheila was not

even fifty. The doctor added, “Before you decide, Mr. Reventlow, I would advise you to think

about the quality of her life. I'm afraid she will be a vegetable.”Richard rose to the challenge. He

looked the doctor squarely in the eye and said, in his best superman controlled voice, “I want a

second opinion.”The doctor summoned a top brain surgeon who rapidly consulted the scans

and magnetic resonance tests. “I must go in there,” the big specialist told Richard. “Now!”The

operation was a complete success. Thanks to Richard's insistence on making all the important

decisions, Sheila is as perky and fun loving as ever. Richard's decision saved her speech, her

wits and most of her motor control. The Rat is the subtle takeover chief of the whole world. The

need to lead, decide, gain dominion and influence over others reaches to the very essence of

Rat behavior. It can translate into bullying but the Rat's head honcho complex has its useful

side.The Rat needs social acceptance and peer approval. He spends much of his life seeking

a place in society where he can feel both comfortable and loved for who he really is. Attention

and affection, regular release of emotion and close companionship are essential to his

equilibrium. However, as Rats are not easily open and intimate with strangers and tend to keep

their counsel rather than tell the truth in delicate situations, they are frequently cut off from real

friendship and camaraderie. And they are the first to wonder why. Rats may have a large circle

of acquaintances but as they fear proximity, tend to be suspicious of easy intimacy and refuse

to suffer fools; they may have only one or two good friends whom they trust and with whom

they share innermost secrets.Paradoxically, nothing makes the Rat feel worse than loneliness.

The fear of isolation plagues him. If a Rat senses he is being ignored or suspects rejection by a

loved one, he can soon become invested with a panic which drives him to indulge in excess.

The Rat is not naturally promiscuous so sex is not usually where he seeks solace. But a



rudderless Rat may readily take to drugs, overspending, gambling or drink and sometimes

never return to a normal life.The Chinese claim that Rats have an easy childhood and young

adult life but that they make poor choices about love and money in midlife. The years between

thirty-five and fifty-five can be tormented, uncertain and financially unrewarding for the Rat.

However, the Chinese also say that Rats who gain wisdom through adversity can benefit from

a comfortable and harmonious old age.Rats are somewhat tight-fisted. They know how to earn

money and are gifted at keeping it. As they are supremely opportunistic, they only invest time

and emotion in exclusive relationships where there is something to gain. Once they earn

money, they take it seriously. Rats are the original gold-pieces-in-a-sock under-the-bed shekel-

pinchers.By contrast to these scrimping habits, Rats may surprise you with sudden, inordinate

generosity. If a Rat takes a shine to someone, he is likely to lavish everything from exciting

presents to flowery compliments and deafening applause on him in an effort to show his

appreciation. Rats open their houses and arms to their loved ones forever. “Come, live with me.

Yes. Stay as long as you like…”Hospitality is no stranger to the Rat's panoply of good qualities.

You are truly welcome in his home, but don't be surprised if you are almost immediately

pressed into service. “Hey, Jack, you got a minute?” says the Rat, next afternoon.Three hours

later, when you're still trimming hedges or mowing lawns, remember that I warned you: never

take up residence at the Auberge du Rat Généreux unless you are prepared to participate in all

the projects Ratso thinks up. And watch out if you don't trim that hedge straight. Rats can be

cranky as hell. There is a meticulous side to the Rat's character which wants every chore done

correctly, flawlessly and without ado. He is impatient with sloppy work, intolerant of those who

cannot do what he wants, and finds himself amazingly comfortable with those he considers

fellow geniuses.In public, Rats always appear cool and controlled. At first meeting, one is

invariably impressed by their self-possession, how cheerful yet businesslike and serious their

demeanor, how dashing, how serene and together they seem. Rat women take pains always to

be well groomed and spiffily dressed. Rat men wear conservative yet extremely individualistic

clothes, choosing rich natural colors and tying scarves or ties with the savoir-faire of a top-

notch couturier.But, for fun, sit next to a sedate Rat at a dinner party. Notice how the tablecloth

keeps flapping about next to your neighbor's leg? You can be sure that the more sober and

collected he seems, the more frenetically the Rat is jerking his leg. Rats are famous for hidden

nervous tics. See how they operate in business meetings. Everyone is sitting composedly

around a conference table. Watch the Rat. He always looks the most impressively serene. His

placid expression belies no inner anxiety or displeasure. Yet, if you look closer, you'll see that

he is fidgeting, snapping a rubber band or bending and reshaping a paper clip. The Rat's

secret jitters reveal his tension. Perhaps they help to minimize the stress or frustration

inside.Parties, social gatherings, political organizations and clubs always attract a

preponderance of Rats. As he is compelled to obtain the acceptance of his entourage,

membership and ascendancy in well-established, well-intentioned groups fire his imagination.

Humanitarian efforts and charities bore him, but the Rat will involve himself - if only to be better

accepted by his community. And because he reckons, he might be able to run for president of

the whole shebang. Even the gentlest, most unassuming Rat is hungry for control and

influence over others. Rats will do anything—cater to the needs of whoever it is who makes the

group tick, flatter the ladies' auxiliary, regale them with funny stories, and send gifts for the

holidays—to be noticed, earn respect and a chance at the highest office.Besides being popular

and amusing, the Rat is kind. He is also honest, intelligent, methodical, meticulous, versatile

and flexible. His ability to sugarcoat bitter pills, talk people in and out of tight spots and offer

sound advice is unparalleled. He is also an adviser whose irresistibly seductive sweet talk



inclines people to share their secrets with him.As for himself, the Rat prefers to remain

impenetrably secretive about what's going on inside his head and heart. After all, he needs to

gain ground, profit from the network of his friends and acquaintances, earn and keep material

wealth and reach for power, which precludes the luxury of confiding in others. If he opens his

own Pandora's box, too much of his soul will be revealed and the Rat will not only feel naked,

but will inevitably become vulnerable to the onslaughts of enemies and competitors.In China,

Rats have a reputation for stinginess, yet I have not noticed much avarice among them. There

exists, however, a complicated set of financial priorities belonging exclusively to the Rat. For

instance, when the bill arrives at the table, there is always an uncomfortable moment when the

Rat pipes up saying, “Well, well, here's the bill,” and everybody shudders. Even though he is

frequently wealthier than all his guests and indeed often pays for the whole gang; rather than

discreetly paying the bill while the others are still gabbing over coffee, the Rat calls attention to

his generosity.Rats are drastically penny wise and pound-foolish. They rush around the house

tutting and scolding, turning down thermostats and switching off lights, or else they hoard

sugar and flour in case the price goes up. Then they complain because their larder isn't

overflowing with cases of champagne and race out to buy fresh strawberries in December.

Rats spend lavishly on food, entertainment and drink. Their houses are always filled with

excellent quality furniture and they always dress nattily. Yet, when it is time to put a hand in

their pocket to help out a friend, their claws wither and fall helplessly to their sides.I say this,

yet, in other ways the Rat is among the most generous people alive. No Rat has lent me

money, but scores have lent me their houses, handed over their car keys and willingly shared

their own network of acquaintances with me. Rat friends have long-term babysat gratis for me

when I was ill. Rat doctors have gone out of their way to improve my life. My Rat lawyer has

unselfishly saved me too many times for his own good. Rats have loved me intensely, without

reserve. Rats are inveterate givers of fine gifts, throwers of extravagant parties, providers of

ample bonne cuisine, labor and hospitality. Yet, no matter how you cut it, that little extra pin

money that is expendable capital to you and me will forever remain money in the bank to the

incorrigibly frugal Rat.Indeed, Rats make poor gamblers because they are terrible losers. They

shouldn't gamble because if they don't win they hate themselves for frittering away precious

capital. So, don't ask your Rat friends for a loan-- but don't hesitate to fall into their arms when

you have a broken heart. They'll take you in, defend your point of view, hug you to pieces and

feed you blind with advice. A Rat friend may never offer you his shirt, but he can always be

counted on to cover your back.When I was first in France I met a Rat woman named Irma

Pride. Irma was about forty-five and I was twenty-three. We worked together in the same

American Air Force base and school outside Paris. Irma was head of the GI recreation center

on the base when I was a high school guidance counselor. Irma was widowed; she lived with

her three kids in an old mill house about ten miles from the base. I and many others used to

delight in having dinner with Irma and her family because, in true Rat fashion, Irma gave

fabulous dinner parties. Like a true Southern lady from Kentucky, she also had a woman who

cooked and served meals. Gracious and convivial are two words that come quickly to mind

when I recall those long evenings around the fireplace, gossiping with Irma.In those days, I

shared a flat in Paris with a French girlfriend. It was an hour and a half's drive to work and I

often spent my free time in the city. Still a kid, I had scorned such details as the base speed

limit of ten miles an hour.One rainy afternoon I sped on to the base from the French

countryside, where the top speed limit was as many miles per hour as your car could move—or

no speed limit at all. I charged through the gate doing 30, waving a sunny hello to the nice

military policeman manning the entrance. I was late (as usual) so I jumped out of my car and



began gathering books to beeline for the office door. Just then, a big sky blue Mercury

convertible drew up next to my car and parked. A tall guy in civilian clothes unfolded himself

from the driver's seat and came towards me. “D'you know the speed limit on this base, lady?”

His eyes narrowed as he added, “What's your name?”I was pretty flippant in those days. He

might have been asking me for my phone number. “And what's yours, big boy?” I queried, and

started walking away.A slow drawl came washing up behind me like a dense cloud of noxious

gas. “Ahm Buss Cones,” it said. “Head o’ the Air Police.” It all came back to me then. This was

the self-same guy I had rejected the previous week in the officers' club. He had asked me a lot

of dim-witted questions about why I didn't live on the base and what I saw in French people

who were obviously not on 'our' side. At that moment, I didn't give two hoots who he was. I was

late and he was detaining me. I kept walking, head high into the wind, towards my building. He

followed. “Ah could pull yer license for this,” he threatened. “This here's insubordination.”I

cannot tell you how exasperated I felt. Okay. Maybe I had been driving a bit fast. “I'm sorry I

was driving too fast,” I snapped. “It won't happen again.”“Give me your license,” he said.I

refused. Flatly. Then I said coldly, with no respect whatsoever. “Look, Mister Buzz Cones, why

don't you just Buzz on over to your officer's quarters and put on your badge and your uniform

before you go stealing my personal papers?”Buzz did not handcuff me and take me to the

station. But he did phone me about an hour later and told me to come over to his police shack

and “surrender” my license. “If you want my license,” I shot back, “send one of your goons over

here to fetch it. I'm busy.”After that, the situation degenerated rapidly. Buzz indeed sent an

officer over to confiscate my license. I was (of course) outraged. I was a long way from my

Paris home out there on that base. And now I was forbidden to drive my car. Where the devil

would I sleep?After work, I sped over to the recreation center to spill my story to Irma the Rat.

“Then he said this and I said that and ... I hate him!” I boohooed.Irma shifted straight into Rat

action mode. She dialed Buzz Cones's office at the cop shack and in her Kentuckiest patrician

accent asked to speak to Captain Cones. “Hullo theyuh, Mistuh Cones,” she said graciously.

“This is Mizz Pride, director of the recreation centuh.”“Maham?” I could practically hear old

Buzzy boy clicking his heels through the receiver.“Buzz?” Irma went on in that condescending

Southern lady voice, “I have a little lady here in mah office. And, Buzz honey, she’s sittin’ here

cryin’ her eyes out over her license. She’s General John White’s baby daughter and she just

keeps wantin’ to call him up way over there in Korea where he’s head o’ the troops and...well,

Buzz, she’s mighty overwrought and she just wants to talk to her Daddy in the worst

way . . .”My license arrived within five minutes, carried by the officer who had wrested it away

from me an hour earlier. Ah, the cleverness of Rats.Rats are not always devious. They are

sincere, warm-hearted and gentle souls. That they so desperately seek dominion over others

results from their strong fear of both loneliness and failure. Power over others ensures that

others are present, swimming around in the Rat's personal pond, unable to escape his need for

attention or depart from his sphere of influence. Although it is commonly thought that the chief

is always the loneliest Indian, the Rat clearly does not see things like that. To him, a solid

leadership position - father, mother, boss, teacher, president - not only symbolizes success but

promises lifelong companionship. Although the people-hungry Rat prefers to be loved and

cherished by his constituency, whether or not his serfs and subjects adore or detest him is of

little importance. What matters most is that he arrive at the summit and remains on top.

Whatever the cost in loss of esteem or lack of respect, at least the Rat is surrounded.What

remains the single most glaring Rat weakness is a thorny complex about who he really is. Not

visibly insecure or unsure of himself, the Rat is nonetheless a walking identity crisis. He

presents a public picture of solidity and good fellowship, broadcasts confidence rays in public



and seems fine in any situation. He is adaptable, flexible and usually not stubborn. But he is

soooo nervous. Soooo afraid of losing, of not pleasing, of never having enough and of not

being up to snuff that he lives in a perpetually precarious position of self-doubt which drums at

his soul, chanting: “Who am I? Why am I here? Where am I going? What’s wrong with me?

How can I better succeed? How will I make people like me?”Not only does he want to be

perfect, but the Rat suffers for his lack of perfection. He regrets the indifference of every person

he does not charm or attract. He vows that he will improve his approach, be nicer, kinder and

find a way to inveigle everyone to like, appreciate, approve of and understand him. Perhaps this

is why he is so relentlessly beguiling. He dreams of being loved solely for what he is and is

prepared to perform valorous deeds or commit underhand finagles - anything - to ensure that

he gets that much-needed loving acceptance. Yet, the Rat was born dissatisfied with himself.

He would always rather be perfect than just plain “fine, thank you”. He fears never being able to

inspire a reciprocal relationship intense and unconditional enough to satisfy his need for

unflinching, unswerving devotion.To alleviate this, he should give himself more latitude. He

should drop his ego and his guard, learn to accept his mistakes, indulge himself in a few

harmless peccadilloes and realize that he, too, has the right to be an ordinary human being.

With a modicum of objectivity, a few years of introspective psychotherapy and possibly

meditation, even the most ill-at-ease Rats can emerge as better balanced – not perfect, mind

you, but better.Rats are always seething with ideas and fomenting plans unbeknown to us

mere mortals. Layer upon layer of shades of meaning, a shale-like spirit, friable and rich in

density, camouflages rage or joy or other explosive feeling. Out of nowhere the Rat commits

some act of spontaneity so outrageous and unexpected that we naturally begin to think of them

as unpredictable. And that they are! Explosively so.DAME RATVivacity and dynamism

characterize the female Rat's appearance. She is probably not classically beautiful, even-

featured or smashingly attractive the way Snake or Pig women can be. But as anyone who

knows can tell you, people find her animal magnetism and charm irresistible.Because Rat

women are exquisitely sophisticated and capable of finely honed quick-witted repartee, some

claim they are less than feminine. They certainly are not pushovers for clever con men. Rats

are women with mettle, who know how they want to run their lives. They manage every detail of

their existence from a tender age.Nobody tells a Rat woman what to do or how to do it. She is

a model of personal integrity and aplomb. Doing things her way, she feels, is her prerogative

and if she changes her mind tomorrow, she doesn't want to hear any flak from you about it. The

Rat is her own woman. Influencing her is not a job for the lily-livered.The Rat woman's facial

features are rarely harmonious. She tends to be handsome rather than pretty and is more

appealing for her personality. Her forehead is high and so are her cheekbones, which are also

usually sharply contoured and jutting. The Rat woman's nose is of average size and either

pointed or turned up, mouse-like. She has a smallish mouth. Her eyes are fairly large, close-set

and distinctively shaped. She nearly always has a pointed chin which gives her face the shape

of an inverted triangle. In youth, her body is agile and lithe. Her derrière is round, firm and

fetchingly shaped. If she watches her weight carefully, Dame Rat can remain wasp-waisted and

elegant until well past the age of sixty. However, she is a committed gourmet cook and adores

entertaining guests to lunch and dinner where fine wines flow freely. This lady's will is not

strong where resisting pleasure is concerned and, unfortunately, she often thickens by forty,

even growing chubby in old age.Rat woman's skin is often fair. Her breasts are small, firm and

high. Her shoulders are well shaped and suited to wearing the most luscious of décolletés. Her

limbs are long and muscular. She walks with her head high. Her gestures are generally

graceful. She is always bouncy and her gait has a youthful air.In her early years, this woman



can be a right tomboy, preferring jeans, T-shirts and boots, and later wearing classically tailored

suits and simple dresses rather than frilly skirts with feathers and furbelows. She either keeps

her thick hair short and bobbed, or long and straight, as she doesn't like hyper-feminine or

exorbitant, upswept coiffures. In her way, Dame Rat is content to be treated as “one of the

boys” and eschews the extra politesses she deems best bestowed on those whom she frankly

considers sissies or prudes.Because they can depend on her sincerity, men willingly treat

Dame Rat as a chum, someone they can talk to openly and with whom they can be candid.

She is never coy and rarely flirtatious, preferring to deal one to one with boyfriends, almost

businesslike in her approach. In return, she is admired and revered by men and is seldom

without an escort to accompany her through life.Rat women are born social butterflies. They

are exhaustingly gregarious. Like their male counterparts, Rat females talk a lot, expressing

opinions and holding forth on subjects of general interest to everyone within earshot. They are

companionable creatures whose personable, easy-going nature appeals to and enlivens group

meetings. Wherever she shows up, she is a welcome addition. She is anything but a loner and

always invites amusing and controversial people to share her feasts.The Rat woman is a thrifty

spendthrift. When she shops she buys cartloads of bargain luxury items: pounds of caviar,

cases of the best champagne and vintage wines. Yet she will drive a mile out of her way to pick

up a case of cheap washing powder that she heard was as good as her usual brand which

costs a penny more. She may spend a thousand dollars on a designer dress she is going to

wear once, but if she leaves her battered old polyester sweater at a friend's house during a visit

to Hong Kong, she may telephone at peak time to ask the friend to slide it into a large manila

envelope and send it to her by express mail.My Rat friend Lucy Hayward always lives in the

plushest surroundings, boasts the most elegant of wardrobes, gads about the world and travels

first class everywhere. She has means, but she still scrimps and hunts for new ways to save

money on necessities. She makes all her four kids' nightclothes, winter bathrobes and

underwear by hand. She concocts her chubby husband's voluminous boxers out of old

designer sheets and makes her own silken slips and satin camisoles. She has stitched her

damask table linens, her embroidered sheets and her curtains.“I buy the fabrics wholesale,”

Lucy confided to me one day not long ago, “a whole bolt at a time. It's cheaper that way. If you

buy six bolts at a go, they don't even charge for delivery,” she said, wit a Rat-like smile of self-

satisfaction.Family comes first for Rat women. They hardly ever remain single. Social

acceptance and belonging to a community lend security to the Rat lady's life. She is born with

an exacerbated sense of vulnerability. No matter her birth position in the family, she perceives

herself as an outsider, the one her parents didn't really want. When she grows up, much of her

energy is spent in securing a home and then in building a family. Solid, unassailable protection

from want is her first priority. The rest, she figures, will fall into place on its own.About fifteen

years ago, my British Rat friend, Ann Kennerty O’Donovan Grevin-Bill Barclay, chucked the last

of her four husbands out of her London flat—not an easy decision for a Rat woman whose

standards for marriage are impossibly high. She truly believes in conjugal bliss. To disparage

husband number four sufficiently and gain some comforting complicity from me, she said, “He

moved in little by little, with paper bags. So, to get rid of him, I stuffed his things into a hundred

new paper bags and left them out on the landing.”The picture of poor Nigel or Ted or Percival or

William coming home to a landing full of his personal effects stuffed into chic shopping bags

was comical, but rather sad. Poor Ann, whose intentions were so intensely honorable, had

suffered too many romantic setbacks. “Why?” I asked her. “He seemed such a nice person.”“I’ll

explain some day,” she said. “I must go now. ‘'m about to feed the children,” and rang off.Weeks

later, in the middle of a dark windy night in Paris, my phone rang. “Did I wake you?” Ann



wondered.“I’m sorry, Suzanne, but I wanted you to be the first to know.”Know what? I thought. I

had been through some fairly thorny times with Ann. On holiday in Ibiza she had got herself

roughed up by a gorgeous American movie star. In the South of France with her old beau

Charles from Scotland we'd had a fracas because he had tried to forge checks on her bank

account.“The bills are being paid again,” she said perkily. “Isn’t that super?”I shook myself

awake. Can any bills be so all-fired important as to ring me about them at 3.47 a.m.? Or is

there some arcane British expression I don’t know yet which when translated means “I’ve got a

new lover” or “The maid is pregnant”?“Ann,” I said, as clearly as I could. “What are you talking

about?”“Percival’s come home,” she said, with a giggle.I never cease to marvel at the direct

manner in which the Rat woman deals with her finances—and her men. The key to her

happiness and harmony in a household can be banked, spent, invested or used to pay her

bills. A Rat’s most devout wish is to live as lavishly and elegantly as possible. I don't know a Rat

woman who would turn down a live-in maid, a house in the country with a swimming pool and a

lifetime gift certificate for the couturier of her choice. Rat ladies love loot - to spend and to

save.Even when she is married, the Rat woman may continue to dally with danger in love.

Falling briefly in love with rotters, taking in errant sadomasochists or deciding to reform

hopeless drunks are just a few of her specialties. If she can blend her intense householding

self with the gritty side that craves excitement and passion, the Rat woman may let down her

perpetual guard and relax a bit.Letting go is not easy, however. The Rat woman has few close

friends and even fewer confidantes. Psychologically, she is pulled in different directions about

the role of intimate friends in her life. As we already know, the Rat doesn't take kindly to prying.

Her secret life belongs to her. She is wary of letting any significant intimate details show. As

she stands tall, is well groomed and ultra meticulous about the manner in which she comports

herself in public, Dame Rat may give a false impression of haughtiness or standoffishness to

outsiders. Little could anyone guess that inside her heart she is sweating in a mire of self-

doubt. Who would know that the sophisticated Lady Rat might be in great pain about her

youngest child's unsightly acne or her husband's latest infidelities? I have never seen a Rat

woman cry. Most of her complaining is done in private with friends or family she trusts.There is,

however, a form of Rat woman hysteria that I like to call “terminal dithering”. It applies to every

Rat woman I have ever known and involves marathon monologues. Rat women communicate

on any subject which might currently be bothering them. Perhaps because she is mostly

circumspect and reticent, unable to share her innermost thoughts with just anyone, if you are

chosen to serve as the lucky confidante of an unleashed prolix Rat woman, you are bound to

get three or four earsful at a sitting. You may even have difficulty absorbing the volley of

scrambled information she emits, and grow enraged that she has nailed you to your own couch

or telephone solely to air her opinions or tales of woe. Does she ever once ask, “How are you?

Am I boring you?” No. Once Dame Rat starts to enumerate Henry's faults or to dissect the

zigzag patterns of Tom's snoring, you can be sure you're in for a real Rat run of stand-up

problem-solving.Rat women are publicly reserved, but they are not contemplative. Rats are Yin.

The orientation is outwards, towards society, away from the soul. In much of their life

experience, Rat women think of themselves as passive victims of circumstance. It is not easy

for them to see how their own input affects a situation. They are loath to accept blame for their

sometimes defensive reactions and quick to give out friendship-infraction tickets to both real or

imagined adversaries.The Rat woman's personal standards are high—too high for most people

to measure up to and definitely too lofty—even for her. To maintain rigid traditions and outdated

social patterns in today's anarchic society makes life tense for Lady Rat. She is fundamentally

honest and wishes that everybody had good manners, a well-developed sense of justice and



fairness, a social conscience and a will of iron to carry out improvements in all areas of human

endeavor. When she discovers that the majority of people litter roads, that urban graffiti

scrawlers are now called “artists” and that her neighbor has started inconsiderately buzzing his

new chainsaw during her Sunday tea parties, the Rat lady is outraged and disappointed. And…

when she realizes that even she is too busy to contribute time to a charity shop or too selfish to

give up her evening TV show to visit an ailing aunt, she berates herself.Lack of confidence is

the Rat's big enemy. Sometimes, all the Rat woman needs to plunge her into free-floating

anxiety and self despair is one little setback. Her goal is security: social and material insurance

are uppermost in her mind. Her soul cannot function properly unless she has stability. Of all the

signs of the Chinese zodiac, Madame Rat might most benefit from psychotherapy.

Occasionally, when she feels the hurdle is too great to handle on her own, she will welcome

the therapist's ability not only to listen, but to actually calm her down. She always needs

someone to help her accept her flaws. She finds it difficult to believe that nobody (even herself)

is perfect.Once she has achieved a healthy equilibrium, the Rat woman can apply her many

talents to a career. She is gifted for many pursuits, especially those involving detail and careful

observation. Rat women are particularly talented for literature and many have become

celebrated writers: George Sand, Katherine Mansfield, Charlotte Brontë, Mary McCarthy and

Willa Cather, to mention a few. They were all endowed not only with passion, sensitivity, a vast

and vivid vocabulary, a clever turn of phrase; but also that unique discipline so necessary to

writing - long daily application of derrière to chair. A Rat woman who can find her way to a

place in her head where she transforms her anxieties, ideals, observations and commentaries

into readable text can launch herself as a writer. She has a remarkable capacity for dreaming

aloud, culling the most profound meanings out of life events and for reinventing herself as a

child, a man or another character who bears her no resemblance.The Rat woman loves both

animals and little kids and is usually loved by them. She might be a pediatrician, pediatric

nurse, or kindergarten teacher. She might choose a career as a horse or dog trainer, a pet

shop owner, a vet or breeder of cats or dogs.Her charming personality makes her an ace

salesperson: she instinctively knows how to impart her own enthusiasm for a product or

concept to a customer or client. Her gift of the gab comes in handy here, too, as she can pick

up on and talk about anything with anyone she encounters in the workplace. Her easy grace

and natural manner sets them at ease, helps them to trust her and ultimately to buy from her.

All fields involving socializing and chitchat are perfect for the Rat woman: public relations, press

attaché, publicity or real estate agent.The Rat woman can also be counted among top

businesswomen. She is persuasive and has the tenacity of purpose necessary to negotiate

contracts and carry off big deals. With her inimitable Rat charm, she is an able seducer of

clients and often lands some of the biggest contracts. Bosses like the Rat woman: unlike her

male counterpart, she is able to accept a subordinate position. She feels happiest when her

own skills are exploited to their fullest capacity. Titles are not as important to her as praise,

consideration and recognition for a job well done.Male competitors don't make her uneasy

either. In business, she is confident and well equipped to hold her own. She is so versatile that

she might choose from a wide scope of jobs such as journalist, literary or show business

agent. She also makes an engaging, witty professor, guaranteed to be passionate about her

subject. She could adopt a career as a public speaker, in radio or TV, on a lecture circuit, as an

interpreter. In filmmaking, with her keen eye for detail, she could be an excellent editor or script

girl. Dame Rat's methodical and diligent approach will enhance her chances for success as a

secretary, accountant, librarian, researcher, laboratory assistant and legal, medical or dental

assistant. Group or team efforts attract her too. Advancing the cause of a major joint venture



through her eager participation is the Rat woman's stock-in-trade. She appreciates all the

recognition her superiors can conjure for her hard work and earnest contributions and is

inspired to work even harder each time she gains approval.Despite the competent Rat

woman's capacity for success, at heart she prefers the role of stay-at-home to that of bank

president or hotshot property magnate. In her own house she feels safe from the vicissitudes of

the outside world, secure in her habits and immune from danger. There, she has less

emotional turmoil to deal with, fewer anxiety attacks and nervous collapses.To the female Rat,

love is the stuff of life. Her health depends on a smooth running love life. No matter how

independent she may appear or the grandeur of her job or her prestigious diplomas, the Rat

woman cannot live without a man in her life, her bed and her heart.She is not a willing victim of

macho men who mistreat women. She understands liberation and salutes the progress such

movements have made for the betterment of women's lot. However, Rat women are not

misanthropic. They love men and feel a serious kinship with them.For the evolved Rat woman

who has worked on gaining emotional stability, the ideal lifestyle may be to live in the shadow

of some great mind or talent. She makes an excellent wife for a kindly, honest man who needs

a brilliant mate. She knows how to care for him and wants to love him more overtly and

passionately than he loves her. His job? To provide a receptive love object for her to revere and

protect.Love for the Rat woman is meaningless if it doesn't lead to marriage or a long-term live-

in relationship. Her standards for sex are exacting: she is interested in consistently high-quality,

intense lovemaking. Because she is so demanding and choosy, the Rat lady has trouble finding

her ideal. His potential and background has to be well-nigh perfect before she can allow herself

the luxury of investing her time and feelings in a relationship.Her obsession with marriage as

the only real objective for any self-respecting couple can hinder spontaneity in any love affair. If

she meets someone who might be a possible long-term lover or future husband, she almost

immediately lets it be known that her goal is marriage, settling down, having a family. Under the

strain of such ponderous foreknowledge, many a potential fiancé will turn tail and leave Dame

Rat in the lurch.Rat women can become so desperate to be secure and settled down that they

have been known to plot to steal a best friend's boyfriend or seduce a lover from a family

member. Knowing that she can be guilty of man-swiping, the Rat woman has a tendency not to

entrust her own husband or lover to any woman friend or acquaintance - even for the space of

a conversation. At parties, she may even grow paranoid, clinging possessively to hubby's arm

to discourage his defection to possible rivals.Despite (or perhaps because of) all the plotting to

land herself a husband, Dame Rat sometimes remains single. If so, she will claim that her

spinsterhood is chosen, that she didn't marry because Mr. Right never came along. But in fact,

she probably set her sights too high, was repeatedly disappointed by the cads and bounders

she met and finally decided it was better to be alone than settle for less than perfection. An

unmarried Rat woman acquires pets to spoil, adopts a niece or nephew or even an orphan on

whom to lavish attention, love and money.If she does marry, the Rat female hangs on to her

home and family like a shipwreck victim to the last lifeboat. Even if she is unhappily married,

she valiantly conceals her disappointment. She may rationalize that she must subjugate her

own happiness to that of her children and claim that she stays with Harry the wife-beater for

their sake. No matter their degree of compatibility, she is rarely unfaithful. The Chinese say that

a Rat woman will only make extra-conjugal whoopee with a man of her own sign. She cannot

resist the flirtatious Rat's advances and tumbles to his endearingly familiar methods.Even

though she wants more than anything to be attached to somebody she can call “family” in a

harmonious household, the female Rat is far from easy to live with. She's capricious, changing

her mind at whim. Her enthusiasms go in fits and starts and she never seems quite to know



what she wants. If she admires her husband she will defer to his needs, subjugating her own.

However, if she feels superior to him, she may misuse his patience, eroding his good nature

because of her refusal to resist indulging herself. She may swamp her mate, trying to force him

to measure up in areas he doesn't care about, and finally losing his love because of her

incessant childish demands.Dame Rat makes a superlative mother. She befriends her kids at

an early age, showers them with affection and strengthens them with moral support. To her, her

kids are the best, and even if nobody else does, she believes in them. Happily, too, she won't

smother their personalities. She wants her kids to be healthy, educated and capable of taking

on the world when they grow up. Although she may be protective, she encourages them to

stand on their own feet at an early age. She knows that motherhood is her strongest suit and

doesn't lack confidence as she might elsewhere.On the physical side of lovemaking, the Rat

female is noted for her naturalness and ability to give herself to the man she loves. She is a

sensual creature who adores sex for its own delicious sake and is eager to provide as much

pleasure for her mate as he is capable of accepting. She loves to feel protected and will be

most excited when she feels secure. She adores sexual variety but will rarely initiate new

patterns. Her imagination is limited, and she is cautious about showing aggressive behavior

which she fears might seem unsuitable in a dutiful wife. Like her male counterpart, the female

Rat's appetite is uneven: strong negative emotions, anxiety or a sudden dip in self-confidence

may cut it sharply. The wise partner will exercise patience and not be afraid to cajole his

lover.The female Rat is attracted to suffering. Because of a secret masochistic streak, she may

marry a man much stronger than herself. Even though she may protest, she often prefers to

live under a man's thumb, wriggle in his clutches and feel secure in his macho protectorate.The

Rat woman may seem independent, carry off a marvelous career in some singularly masculine

field, but underneath the cool façade of self-sufficiency, she lives for the love she will receive

from and give to her husband, children and extended family. Without another soul to cherish

and be cherished by, she is but a specter, a woman who feels she has failed. The female Rat is

a love addict: affection, tenderness, devotion and fondness are the only drugs she needs and

she will do almost anything for her daily fix.BROTHER RATThe Rat man is definitely not the

sleazy gutter-rodent type. His outward appearance is one of his best assets. He is a

distinguished, handsome, magnetic and charming gentleman. In China, the male Rat is also

noted for his warmth and mostly sunny disposition. At first glance, he may seem too solemn –

not taciturn, as he tends to be free with words - but a shade too ponderous and earnest. Don't

be fooled. Beneath the Rat man's standoffishness lays a treasure trove of delicious surprises

and a bottomless pit of spontaneity and wit.Rat males are well designed. Even when their

faces are not small or their features pointy, there is something rodent about the shape of the

head. The cheekbones are relatively high, perched over elongated, hollow cheeks. His ears are

large and his chin is usually pointed. His countenance is lively and his eyes twinkle merrily. His

well-defined mouth is always on the verge of flashing a smile. Lots of Rat men like to sport

facial hair and may wear thick moustaches and billowing beards.Overall, one might say that the

Rat male bearing is slightly effeminate. He feels compelled to be well groomed, sometimes

dresses in a frankly dandified way and is more aware than he lets on of just how terrific he

looks. In youth, his body is slender, agile, lithe and supple. He moves gracefully (and is made

for dancing). He holds his head high, keeps his back straight and steps surely along, with a

jaunty air of self-satisfaction and benevolence. Rat men inspire confidence. One would never

be afraid to ask this fellow for directions or request that he help carry some bags up the steps.

He emanates benignity and good manners.Unfortunately, if he gives in to his gourmandise,

later on in life he may become portly and red-faced. Any excess may destroy his good looks



and even diminish his life expectancy. Yet he can remain young looking well into old age if he

monitors his intake of tasty treats, drink and tobacco. Older Rat men are just as pleasure-

seeking as younger ones and often continue to exercise their virility late in life.The Rat man is

often clever with his hands. Building, gardening, crafts and artisanal activities appeal to and

challenge him. He's a willing putterer, content to spend hours in his workshop, listening to

edifying music while conjuring a revolutionary new idea for a self-destructing plastic bag strong

enough to carry rocks home from the market without splitting.The Rat male's mind is fertile and

full of hidden resources. He's able to solve the trickiest problems in a trice and act wisely in an

emergency. However, if he loses confidence in himself or his abilities, the Rat male will sizzle

himself into a major gut-level anxiety fit. Remember, he never appears nervous, concealing

tension, so suddenly, with thunderbolt speed, he grows testy, mean or morose and is likely to

commit rash acts or make ill-advised decisions. When confidence slips, he loses his capacity

for good judgment and may well blunder into wrong-headed behavior.As he is typically tight-

fisted and meticulous, especially about money, he will almost always succeed at careers that

involve ruse and/or calculation. He might make an excellent accountant, banker or tax

inspector. His talent for detail will also serve him if he chooses to be a librarian, researcher,

archivist or pharmacist. He is efficient and thorough in all that he undertakes, but he often

endeavors to ply a splashy myriad of unrelated and complex trades at once. He is forever

attempting to accomplish the impossible, to please everyone who needs him and come out a

hero in their eyes as well as his own.As the Rat male hankers so for security, he sometimes

lacks a sense of adventure in his work. He should be wary of professions that require him to

prospect for clients or hard-sell reticent buyers. Even though he is an excellent salesperson,

the male Rat needs to be liked. He will be unwilling to take the criticism that accompanies

pushy or coercive tactics.As these fellows make a point of being constantly on the move, jobs

that allow for travel and mobility are preferable to desk positions. Rats make superior

journalists, diplomats, travel agents, union organizers and salesmen. Because of their charm

and willingness to take the initiative and pursue objectives through communication, male Rats

also thrive where they use words. Advertising and speechwriting are two jobs tailor-made for

the Rat's surefire success. When defending a viewpoint, pleading a cause or arguing for their

own side, Rat men are persuasive and competent. They should never be afraid to try law,

public relations, radio or TV anchor jobs.Take my Rat lawyer, Maître Dayras. Since we met in

1965, our association has been arduous - but fruitful. Like many Rats, Dayras is a dignified

character. He is a short, thinnish man but his bearing is immense. His voice is distinctively

sharp and Rat-like. As soon as you walk into his office, you hear it tommy-gunning questions to

associates or orders to secretaries. Everyone fears Dayras's scolding manner. And everyone

respects him.While Maître Dayras is speaking to a client, he continues signing papers,

answering phone calls and reading briefs. He is able to concentrate on five or six areas at a

time, has a memory like a bank safe and a will of tungsten.I have sat behind him in many a

courtroom, marveling at his conviction, raptly listening to him beseech the court to understand

just how wronged I have been. “This poor woman was ill. A single mother of two small children.

A well known writer of bestsellers,” he rants. “And this person, her publisher, sells a total of

fifteen thousand books without reporting the sales to her, to avoid giving her so much as a

centime of the profits.” For emphasis, he steps towards the three-judge line-up. His voice is

hushed and confidential. “When Madame White requests statements and demands payment

from this so-called reputable publisher, he refuses. He says she is nothing but a money-hungry

American!” Then he retreats discreetly, letting this last remark settle on all ears. He consults his

papers once more and raises his head to say casually, “This publisher was keeping Madame



White's royalties. In his bank account. Earning interest on his writer's money. .” (He raises a

stern finger), “and he did this over a period of years! Monsieur le Président, (to the judge) this

publisher laughed at Madame White's requests for accurate accounting and offered her a small

monthly stipend. She needed the money. But, of course, she refused. He said that if she

wanted justice she would have to take him to court.”Dayras steps back, closes his file folder

and finishes with, “And so ... here we are today, Monsieur le Président, in court.” From behind

him I cannot help but notice how superlatively he maintains the cool dignity for which Rats are

famous: nose in the air, head cocked with penetrating interest. When I look down at his huge

briefcase, I note with affection that, despite appearances, King Rat's inner motor is still

speeding down the fast lanes of his mind. He only looks relaxed. Concealed beneath his

lawyer's robes, Dayras's nervous right leg is bobbing up and down, fuelled by enough Rat

nervous energy to light the Eiffel Tower for a week.Dayras rarely loses a case. Until I knew

about the Rat's iron-willed tenacity and strength of purpose, I couldn't explain his consistent

victories. The Rat is relentless. When he gets hold of his prey he doesn't let go until the victim

either cries uncle or dies. Rat determination is fearsomely effective and he is also optimistic:

even if he loses a battle, the verbose Rat is never totally discouraged. He may step back a

pace, but he refuses to give in. He holds his ground, reshapes his strategies. Then thwack! he

offs their heads like a jet-propelled samurai in a hurry to get back to a hot tea

ceremony.Shrewdness is hardly foreign to the wily Rat man's character, either. Give a male Rat

a contract to land or a factory to run and you can be sure he will come up with the goods. Do

not, however, be aghast at his deviousness. Rat males like to zigzag their way to paradise and

have little time for conservative methods of operation.It may behoove these agile-minded

males to be self-employed. If they are disciplined about organizing, use their time wisely and

have the strength and presence they can aptly carry off a single-handed enterprise. Male Rats

hate to take orders: in most instances, if only to maintain their autonomy, these chaps will do

precisely the opposite of what they are told.Because they need to hold sway over others and

wish to make a difference, leadership posts appeal to Rats. They make good politicians. They

know how to wow an audience and are not above reveling in daylong baby-kissing sprees. Rat

men glory in receiving full-scale attention at home, so what could be wrong with getting it from

strangers?Rat men are sensitive. They cleave to culture and enjoy intellectual pursuits. Art,

knowledge-gathering and the absorption and creation of literature can provide them with

opportunities for plying a lucrative as well as gratifying trade. Not only do they feel things

deeply, but Rat men are exceptionally observant of detail and highly gifted for rhetoric.

Historically, their show of literary talent is astounding: Shakespeare, Tolstoy, Nathaniel

Hawthorne, James Baldwin, Truman Capote, T. S. Eliot, Ionesco and Lawrence Durrell were all

born in Rat years.The Rat male takes care of his own. He will be a good and willing provider for

his family. He is also adept at managing investments and not infrequently makes a killing in the

stock or property market. Of all the careers open to the Rat man, business probably suits him

best. He is not only enterprising and astute about choosing his markets wisely, but has an

infallible flair for recognizing a bargain. Better still, he knows instinctively how to buy at a low

price and resell at a profit.If a Rat man makes it through his middle life without making a huge

error of judgment about either money or love, he will never want for the means to a satisfactory

living. He is clever, strong minded, always willing to put his shoulder to the wheel and unafraid

of mingling with the masses.Because they tend to be arrogantly inflexible, opinionated and

slightly misanthropic when young, all male Rats should make a serious lifelong effort to

implement their success by gaining self-knowledge. If, by the age of fifty, the male Rat has

begun to understand altruism, assimilated a solid sense of his own worth and knows how to



apply temperance and moderation, he can expect to live a long, fulfilling and interesting

life.Rats love to be in love. This character is one of the most romantic and sentimental of the

Chinese zodiac. When he loves, the frugal Rat becomes a monster of generosity. The object of

his ardor will be crushed under presents, expressions of tenderness, glittering compliments,

and often doubled over from laughing. She should be prepared to receive everything her Rat

has to give—and more.Probably the most salient feature of the Rat's approach to seduction

hinges on his strength of purpose. When inspired to secure the favors of a woman he wants,

the Rat throws his personal vector into first gear and commences the slow, unremitting journey

towards winning her heart.I recently had the great luck to be squired by a Rat gentleman

friend, whose diligent approach was a discovery for me. It consisted, among more banal

activities such as going to the movies and out to lunch, of a bounty of blandishments,

Valentines, exotic rare wild flowers, ardent declarations and hot promises. He took me by

surprise with his kooky phone messages, made me dizzy with his praise, left me giggly after

long sneaky chats from the office. His attempts to gain my attention were positively enchanting.

This tireless charmer was openhearted, frank and even benevolent. I was not the least immune

to the Byzantine tissue of pretty white lies he wove. The Rat “getting to know you” process

turned out not only to be thrilling, it was sexy and security-inducing too.Yet despite their

flirtatious methods and baroque seduction routines, male Rats are not deceitful Don Juans.

The Rat male is in love with love. He needs full-scale attention and high-quality sex, craves

loving care the way a baby needs its mother's milk. But he returns all the above in spades!

Remember, the male Rat never completely believes that he deserves to be loved. In an attempt

to gain ardor and affection from the woman he loves, he will go any distance to keep her happy.

All she has to do is love him and love him some more. Then he will provide all the fun,

sensuality, security, joy and fidelity for a lifetime.When they are young, Rats are often attracted

to weaker, dependent females who see them as father figures, providers, supermen. The

young male Rat is excited at the prospect of protecting his mate. He fills with benign machismo

whenever called upon to play hero. Later in life, the Rat is more likely to be drawn to stronger,

more vibrant, steadier women who can second him in his social and professional life. He is not

a jealous lover and may even be quite proud when he notices that his pretty wife or mistress is

attractive to other men. As long as he feels he is the one she considers superior, the Rat male

breathes easy. He is moderately faithful as a mate, not for want of opportunity but because he

wants quality love and passion, not an ephemeral one-night stand.Although the male Rat can

be selfish, where physical love is concerned he is a born pleasure giver. To satisfy his romantic

dreams, sexual responsibilities ought to be held equally by both parties and reciprocal

pleasure-giving experienced as often as possible. The Rat is sentimental and the idea of

sexual communion joining two beings, fusing their bodies and souls, enthralls him and he aims

for this union to occur each time he makes love.His technique, too, is ever changing. Rats hate

routine. They are forever peering into the darkest corners of their partner's mind to discover

new ways of exciting their interest and titillating their erogenous zones. Lingering foreplay and

gentle words of love are the tools of the sexy Rat man's trade. He almost always takes the

lead, initiating sex in unexpected ways—a chance middle-of-the-night caress, a surprise tête-à-

tête in the early morning.Because of his highly strung, nervous disposition and the perpetual

hum of his inner turbine, his sexual appetite may be subject to fluctuations, perhaps even

periods of impotence. A wise partner will learn how to cool the Rat's sizzling nerve endings

with TLC, massage and soothing words of undying love.When he enters a marriage (Rat men

crave marriage) or long-term relationship, the male Rat's intentions are always the best. He

may be forced to act unethically in business or trickily in politics, but he has unflinching



principles about family, which inspire him to strive to make his marriage work. He will be

devoted to the well-being of his wife and the education of his children. If ever he is unfaithful he

knows enough to keep his counsel. And no matter how passionate a Rat feels about an extra-

marital lover, he will always choose to return to his wife rather than divorce. Family break-ups

go against the grain of all that he believes in and stands for.Rat men have a profound need to

keep secrets. They don't like to tell their wives, girlfriends or even good pals the gory details of

their private selves. They are willing advisers and gaily embark on sorting out other people's

intimacies, but their own remain an enigma. If you have a Rat man in your life, you may need to

use some wily strategies to find out what is going on inside that little Rat noggin. Never

confront him openly on a potentially incendiary subject: a cornered Rat is an angry, dangerous

Rat. The surest way to this vital man's brain center is through love. Shows of affection, scores

of tiny kisses on his tousled hair and plenty of listening between the lines will net you more

secret information about him than any “talking to” you might decide to give him.Certain Rat

men are crippled by the risk of loneliness and rejection. If he gets married or invests himself

totally in someone he loves - the Rat man is taking the risk of losing her. At the very thought of

the heartbreak and loss, his inner motor shifts into overdrive, his digestion flashes acid in

orange neon and his anxiety center registers a giant tilt. An especially tense and insecure Rat

may find himself living the life of a frustrated bachelor till death does him part from this

world.THE FIVE CHINESE ELEMENTS ANDHOW THEY INFLUENCE THE RATThe Wood

RatWilliam Shakespeare1804 Benjamin Disraeli, Nathaniel Hawthorne, Johann Strauss the

elder1924 Marlon Brando, Lauren Bacall, Sarah Vaughan, George Bush Sr., James Baldwin,

Truman Capote, Ed Koch, Charles Aznavour, Freddie Bartholomew, Eva Marie Saint, Doris

Day, Stanley Donen, Sidney Lumet, Lee Marvin, Zizi Jeanmaire, Audie Murphy, Sidney Poitier,

Hank Williams, Johnny Stark, Eva Gabor, Henry Mancini, Bea Arthur, Carroll O’ Connor, Gwen

Verdon1984 Mandy Moore, Prince Harry of Windsor, Avril Lavigne, Scarlett JohanssonWood

settles a healthy coating of balm on the zigzag nervousness of the Rat character. Unlike other

Rats, this one knows how to relax and take things as they come. His temperament is cooler

than that of other Rats but, as though to camouflage his native standoffishness, the gregarious

Wood Rat exhibits more amiable charm and extroversion.Most Rats worry about their image

and care immensely about how others feel towards them, but the Wood Rat seems to possess

a more solid sense of his position in society. This added security allows him to demonstrate a

carefree, open attitude and gives his personality an edge of merriment and devil-may-care that

cohorts and members of the opposite sex find enchanting. He is jocular and even a bit light-

headed when serious issues are in the offing.Wood gives this Rat a special talent in discerning

both the beauty and the worth of art objects. Add this to his powerful business acumen and the

Wood Rat may make a killing in antiques or become a respected art dealer. Or he may become

an author of important literary works, a painter of no little renown or a world-class musician. He

is inspired by his environment and sensitive to every nuance of aesthetic input which comes

his way.Ever conscious of his need to belong to a social group, the Wood Rat wears his

ironclad principles on his sleeve. He is forever making pronouncements about what he will and

will not tolerate in his life and the lives of those he loves. He worries incessantly about his

offspring and their progeny. He would probably commit a crime to protect them and shield them

from earning a bad reputation.Wood Rats have giant egos. They need approval, applause and

encouragement almost more than they need food. Part of his open door policy and seeming

willingness to be flexible and understanding comes from his desire to be accepted by those to

whom he extends his hospitality and with whom he agrees to cohabit. Leave him on his own to

fend for himself without lending moral support to his projects or sharing his ideals and you will



reap nothing but complaints and hard-luck stories. Wood Rats hate to be alone and feel

justified in blaming everyone who doesn't give them what they need.This person is usually

successful at what he undertakes. He knows his limitations and intelligently aims only as high

as he knows he can go. He is, however, socially frustrated. People outwardly like the Wood Rat,

are willing to chat and hang out with him, go to his elegant home for dinner and pay him

compliments. Nonetheless, he often feels slighted. He has few real friends. Although he gives

them every opportunity, people don't confide in him easily. Do they fear his sharp critical

tongue? Or is it his lack of compassion? Either way, he feels left out. Perhaps he should curb

his unfortunate habit of looking for bargains when he chooses his friends. Wood Rats take

heed: love those you befriend for their hearts and not for what you think you can get out of their

networks. Always look for qualities of soul in those you love and you will be rewarded with the

unconditional friendship and steady loyalty that you so covet.The Fire RatWolfgang Amadeus

Mozart1816 Charlotte Brontë1876 Pablo Casals, Sherwood Anderson, Willa Cather, Mata

Hari1936 Ursula Andress, Glenda Jackson, Dennis Hopper, Keir Dullea, Yves St Laurent, Dick

Cavett, Kitty Dukakis, Vanessa Redgrave, Hal Ashby, Albert Finney, Jill Ireland, El Cordobes,

Richard Bach, Alan Alda, Burt Reynolds, Kris Kristifferson, Suzanne Pleshette, Marion Barry,

F.W. DeKlerk, Marge Piercy, Dean Stockwell, Glenn Campbell, Zubin Mehta, Roy Orbison,

Bobby Darin, Dennis Hopper, Englebert Humperdinck, Glenda Jackson, Tom Snyder, Bruce

Dern, Chad Everett, Geena Rowlands, Oscar de la Renta, Wilt Chamberlain, John McCain,

Jim Henson, Buddy Holly, Michael Landon, Abbie Hoffman, David Carradine, Ismael Merchant,

Lou Rawls, Shirley Bassey, Dyan Cannon, Boris Spassky, John McCain.High-strung talkers,

these rapid-fire Rats are fashioned of raw energy, laced with a giant injection of nerves and

overlaid with a serious case of the jitters. No slouches need apply. Fire Rats will gnaw their way

through game-players, false friends, snobs and charlatans. They want truth, beauty and justice

—or else!The Fire Rat is the apotheosis of all Rats. In appearance, he is a concentration of his

busy-bee Rat brothers and sisters. He is like them in every way: outwardly calm, inwardly nerve-

racked, protective, generous, greedy, charming, eloquent, persuasive and tough except that

the Fire Rat is more completely immersed in being himself than he is in being the person who

pleases and cares for others. This characteristic, which some consider arch selfishness, sets

him apart from the Rat who settles down, raises family and stays fettered to a boring lifestyle

for the good of the family. Fire Rats want to build something wonderful they can irretrievably call

theirs. They make passionate lovers and are swashbuckling pursuers of the romantic life. They

gorge on passion and never stop nibbling on the bones of love.Fire Rats are also brilliant

intellectuals. Not only do they win all the glittering academic prizes; they are endowed with

lightning quick perception. They can throw action into a passing thought before competitors

have even noticed the thought was there. Obviously, this jet-propelled brain effortlessly outwits

and outmaneuvers his adversaries.As all success comes early and relatively easily to him, the

Fire Rat is impatient with rejection, heartbreak and obstacles. When confronted with an

imposing hurdle or major disappointment, he may find it hard to concentrate and will bolt to

where the grass looks a shade greener and there are more folk to love him. He fears loneliness

worse than death. He is impulsive and always searching for a new experience to distract and

excite him. Whether as a palliative to frustration or in answer to a whim, the Fire Rat dives in

head first, gobbles his way through the new situation, relationship or job eventually discovering

that he has been spreading himself too thin. The Fire Rat may have acquired three ex-wives,

as many families, four lovers, several careers and a dozen hobbies. Then, it’s too late. He is

caught in his own rattrap.The Fire Rat can only learn from experience. Yet experience can be

his enemy. Nobody who gets involved with the Fire Rat remains indifferent to his frittery charm.



Bits of him are strewn everywhere. In scattering his forces, he can end up losing his grip on

what he wants before he knows what he was longing for. Accepting failure or rejection is out of

the question for Fire Rats. Instead, they can fall prey to nervous breakdowns, severe

depressions and mind-numbing drug abuse problems.Physically, this Rat survives on his

nerve: he is made of grit, stoicism and bravery. He pushes himself harder in every new

enterprise, slogging to prove he can do more and get further. He hops out of bed at 6 a.m. to

attack the day and falls dead into bed at 3 a.m. exhausted, but willing and ready to get up

again three hours later and clobber the next day with the same axe. Unless he is forced to slow

down, learns how to take life more philosophically and is applauded and encouraged along the

way, the workaholic Fire Rat will chop till he drops.Usually the Fire Rat wants to make and

keep lots of money. If he finds, because of dispersing his energies, that he cannot do so, he will

tear voraciously at himself, blaming his own weakness and regretting much about his

previously faulty approach to life. Somehow, from the moment he locates the flaw in his former

approach, he can begin to see his way clear to making a comfortable, sane living. As though by

some miracle, he stops eating holes in his stomach wall, changes his methods, espouses an

entirely new direction and, although he is a deeply sentimental and honorable soul, dances

merrily on the graves of his earlier tormentors. It may take this Rat a while to realize his

potential, but when (and if) he finally decides to do so—watch out!The Earth RatFrançois René

Chateaubriand1888 Irving Berlin, J. Arthur Rank, Barry Fitzgerald, Maurice Chevalier, T.S.

Eliot, Joseph Kennedy1948 James Taylor, Peggy Fleming, Prince Charles, Olivia Newton-John,

Mikhail Barishnykov, Donna Summer, Gerard Depardieu, Barbara Hershey, Jennifer O’Neil,

Bernadette Peters, Billy Crystal, Al Gore, Andrew Lloyd Webber, Jimmy Cliff, Kathy Bates, Cat

Stevens, Jeremy Irons, Mary Beth Hurt, Olivia Newton-John, Jackson Browne, Donna Karan,

Kenny LogginsThis is the grounded, no-nonsense Rat who gets to the top cleverly and fast. He

seems to have known his goal from the day he was born, worked diligently to get the position

he has always coveted and, by the age of forty, be there, sitting pretty and whistling a happy

tune.Something about the Earth Rat tells you straight away that he can deal sensibly with

anything life places before him. He is strong-minded and demanding, always expressing his

own priorities first, yet being unafraid to make concessions and negotiate where he cannot win.

He is steadier than other Rats, more desirous of keeping the peace. His willpower is enormous:

he can chomp through resistant detractors or inhuman workloads and come out fresh and

ready for more.Unlike most other Rats, the Earth Rat maintains his calm in the face of

emotional turmoil. His philosophical view helps him to see through panic so as not to get

scorched in the heat of the moment as other Rats so often do. Earth Rats are plodders. They

get up at a reasonable hour, follow a disciplined routine and approach work and play with a

measured, sensible intelligence. The rapaciousness of most Rats is absent; they are solidly

trustworthy and remarkably soft-spoken. They may have unshakeable opinions and are

persuasive talkers, but Earth Rats don't feel obliged to force their ideals on others.Earth Rats

are congenial people. They love to eat and need to be surrounded. Throwing parties or small

social gatherings is a major talent: they know instinctively how to match up compatible guests

at a dining table. Despite their conviviality, you will not often find Earth Rats attending smart

catered affairs in expensive restaurants: they feel more at home during cozy family receptions

where their superior position as host is never in question and they can express themselves

freely without fear of criticism.Take an Earth Rat out of his hospitable home environment and

you will discover that in daily life or business he is rather smug and self-satisfied. As he has

always struggled hard to get where he is, he has a marked tendency to judge others as less

industrious or eager to succeed, dubbing them layabouts and ne'er-do-wells without just



cause.Earth Rats often try our patience with their relentless pontificating and self-righteous

speeches. But they are not always as righteous as they want to seem. When called upon to be

protective of his family or caring about the one he loves, the Earth Rat is unbeatable. He can

be faithful and tries to keep his own and his family's reputation pure. Yet, he is a committed

romantic and craves passion as much as the next Rat. His remedy for setback commonly takes

the form of a little extra marital fling or a secret affair. Is he fickle? Not really— just hedonistic

and desperate to feel himself in the thrall of love.Earth Rats may carry prejudices to extremes.

They may be catty, too, and will whine about the inadequacies of people they feel are less

competent or successful than themselves. They hate not being loved and snivel when they feel

left out or lonely. But of all the Rats, the Earth Rat is the most wholesome.Some say that

because of his judgmental tone and haughty air of superiority, the Earth Rat is cruel and

unfeeling. Nothing could be further from the truth. This Earthy Rat is all heart. He may seem

forbidding, but watch how he performs when it comes to kissing babies and openly displaying

affection to his loved ones. Earth Rats love to build a homely nest and invariably keep packs of

domestic animals. Their comfortable houses are always stocked with plants and pianos. Their

kids are warmly socialized and look well fed and happy.The Metal RatThomas Hardy,

Tchaikovsky, Alain Duhamel1900 Adlai Stevenson, Spencer Tracy, Clark Gable, Luis Buñuel,

Mervyn Leroy, Helen Hayes, Julien Green, Kurt Weil, Aaron Copland, Madeleine Renaud, Ted

Heath, Antoine de St Exupéry, Zelda Fitzgerald, The Queen Mother, Elizabeth, Taylor Caldwell,

Mervyn Leroy, Thomas Wolfe, Margaret Mitchell, Lotte Lenya1960 Kenneth Branagh, Yannick

Noah, The Duke of York, Daryl Hannah, Sean Penn, Greta Scacchi, Meg Tilly, Ayrton Sienna,

Kristin Scott Thomas, Antonio Banderas, Branford Marsalis, Jean-Claude Van Damme, John F.

Kennedy Jr., Nastassja Kinski, Valerie Bertinelli, Hugh GrantThe Metal Rat seeks to gain

fortune and fame through influential contacts and applying his talents to shrewd networking. He

is not as intellectual as other Rats, but his street-wise instincts are more fully developed. He is

the great persuader, who will stop at nothing to produce the outcome he seeks. When

embarking on an eloquent chat-up session, the wily Metal Rat tirelessly seduces, cajoles and

caresses his object until his goal is in sight and he can feel certain he's made his point.This

Rat takes achievement and “ getting there” almost too seriously. He’s not in a hurry and never

leaps before he looks at his landing pad a hundred times. He thinks things through, picking

over each detail as he goes along. He's a ponderer and a troubleshooter too.Though he may

absorb information slowly, the Metal Rat picks up hostility and grudges, registers pain and rage

on his inner radar screen like quicksilver. Any profession where hunches and extrasensory

perception are useful will be a perfect vehicle for this sensitive soul's special talents. He might

choose psychiatry, education, astrology, the police force, detective work, research or social

work.Such vivid perspicacity as he has may, however, backfire. He sees so clearly the flaws in

someone else that he quickly becomes judgmental. These extra lucid evaluations can take

some of the pleasure from his life, tear away illusion and youthful idealism. Some Metal Rats

become pessimistic, possessive and materialistic, even paranoid about the way others treat

them. Being so alert to others' mistakes makes him edgy, and he is given to fits of brooding

and pure pessimism. After a while, he becomes known for his crankiness and loses the

capacity to laugh at himself. If he doesn't take steps in early adulthood to develop his

objectivity and hone his social skills, by middle age, this Rat may develop into a jaded cynic to

whom social acceptance is difficult to find.Meticulous by nature, the Metal Rat detests anything

slapdash or halfhearted. He thinks himself businesslike and tries to behave soberly when

dealing with his fellows. He is economical and criticizes those he sees as wasteful or

spendthrift. He dislikes lukewarm sentiment and deplores halfway measures, which he



considers both lazy and slipshod. The Metal Rat cannot bear people who lack enthusiasm -

especially if they lack it for him and his pet projects.Curiously, though, this sometimes

curmudgeonly person is overtly hedonistic. He loves food and eats plenty of it. He takes love

and marriage seriously, seeking pleasure in sex with gusto, dexterity and skill. He usually has

little enthusiasm for carousing but will occasionally get a little high at his own parties where he

feels safe from the probing eye of the outsiders he considers so dangerous to his sterling

reputation.The Water Rat1732 Franz Joseph Haydn, George Washington1792 Gioacchino

Antonio Rossini1912 Mary McCarthy, Loretta Young, Roy Rogers, Curt Jurgens, Garson Kanin,

Gene Kelly, Paul Meurisse, John Cage, Eugene Ionesco, Michael Wilding, Laurence Durrell,

Eve Arden, Werner Von Braun, Sonia Henie, John Cheever, Perry Como, Studs Terkel, Woody

Guthrie, Art Linkletter, Julia Child, Samuel Fuller, Michaelangelo Antonioni, Dale Evans, Doris

Duke, Garson Kanin, Gordon Parks, Tony Martin, Paul Meurisse, Lloyd Bridges Jr., Danny

Kaye, Victor Mature, Richard Nixon, Loretta Young1972 Shaquille O'Neal, Carmen Electra,

Chiara Mastroianni, Busta Rhymes, Julie Gayet, Elizabeth Berkley, Marlon Wayans, Ben

Affleck, Cameron Diaz, Geri Halliwell, Liam Gallagher, Gwyneth Paltrow, Eminem, Toni

Collette, Jenny McCarthy, Alyssa Milano, Vanessa Paradis, Brian Molko, Portia De RossiThe

aggressive Rat personality is pleasantly diluted with the influence of the Yin element, Water. To

this Rat, ambition and the race for success are second nature. His first interest is to live a

charmed life and move gracefully through its vicissitudes without emerging scarred and

crippled.The Water Rat is more feminine than many of his fellow Rats. He favors elegant

clothes and fineries such as gold earrings, diamond clips or rings - not often associated with

hardier Rats. The Water Rat is gifted for giving advice, for which people seek him out.Water

Rats, especially women, love sweets. While they are unwilling to damage other important

aspects of their health, they tend to binge on sugar and a tendency to obesity in middle age is

common among them. The remedy would be to cut down on sweets, eat greens and replace

meat with fish and grain dishes. Sugar not only fattens the Water Rat but it adversely affects

the healthy function of his pancreas and his fragile nervous system.The Water Rat has sound

intuition and intellect: he grasps inner meanings and also knows how to solve human problems

almost before they arise. He is a great one for pulling rank, one-upping his adversaries quietly

yet effectively, and beating enemies at their own game. Though not quite dangerous or cruel,

he can destabilize the bravest of men by demonstrating his uncanny ability to see through

opacity. His dreams are clear visions and often premonitory. Heeding their messages may save

his intimates much pain.This type of Rat is happy to live the comfortable bourgeois life. He is

ambitious, yet he wants to live in comfort, even luxury, and seems less driven to work as hard

as others. Prizes, jobs, important positions and even fame and fortune come his way without

much effort.Water Rats are not born altruistic. Evolving in the rarefied atmosphere of his plush

home and immediate surroundings, this Rat sometimes forgets that there are poorer, less

fortunate souls than he. Instead of improving his sophisticated central heating system, he

ought, perhaps, to look at the lives of those who are in need of a blanket, a cup of coffee or

even a pat on the head to keep going. His politics often lean toward the conservative.This Rat

is always acquiring new knowledge, dashing off to take courses in hitherto unexamined

subjects, and tucking into cultural events designed to impart arcane information to his already

impressive personal storehouse. His mind is particularly fertile and able to synthesize abstract

concepts into art. Many Water Rats write well, produce fine paintings and music and make a

handsome living doing so. They often prosper because of their charm and attraction more than

any application of elbow grease. Water Rats are not lazy—just a little smug because success

comes their way because of their natural superiority.This Water Rat can be a real trial to his



entourage. Odd for a Rat, but he tends to lethargy, is occasionally slovenly and sometimes

shuns responsibilities, claiming they are better left to lowlier folk. Sudden outbursts of self-pity

and self-aggrandizement both annoy and confound those he lives with. Because of a basic

contempt for the system, he is easily corruptible and somewhat venal in his outlook.He is,

however, patriotic, and loyal to family and friends, towards whom he is sincere and loving. He is

able to face adversity with equanimity and courage. His sense of justice is well developed and

he is willing to fight for what is right – so long as he doesn't have to stray far from his leather

chair and paneled office.RAT HEALTHRats enjoy a sound constitution, should and do live a

long time. They are energetic, keeping their hands and minds active, and are usually not afraid

of hard work. They invest themselves in the well-being and survival of their family, which

guarantees that their interest in their surroundings will remain intense and their curiosity alive

well into old age. People who love their families and are surrounded by them tend to live longer

than those without anyone to love.Perhaps because of his good health, the Rat develops a

cocky attitude towards his body's needs, which, in turn, begets an anarchic food intake

schedule. Eating erratically with no respect for the quality of food he ingests wreaks havoc on

his gastrointestinal tract and on his jittery nature. Coffee, before, during and after meals or at

any juncture of day or night, whisky and wine taken indiscriminately and often in excess,

sweets in the middle of the night or before breakfast, depending on the Rat's whim—all take

their toll on his needy body's delicately balanced equilibrium. Yet with eating, as with all

sensual pleasures, the Rat is greedy.All Rats have a testy digestive system. As they are

anxious and tense, acid indigestion plagues them throughout the day and has been known to

keep more than one Rat awake all night. Belching and heartburn are but two of the symptoms

with which Rats live, and they consume large bottles of viscous antacids liquid or endless

cartons of those chalky mints to zap excess stomach acid. Wouldn't you think that Rats would

prefer to curb their appetites for trash rather than soaking up all that dope? They don't. They

stubbornly persist in ruining their health by devouring anything and everything whenever they

like, and palliating the result with bromides.If, however, he is to enjoy a long life and remain in

good health, the Rat must learn self-discipline. He ought to take regular meals at set times,

never eat late at night or between meals. He should attempt to reduce the quantities of meat,

starches and sweets he consumes and he should never eat junk or packaged foods. Alcohol

should only be used in moderation: smooth dry red wines with meals, champagne on special

occasions but certainly no beer, aperitifs or cocktails, which play havoc with his fragile stomach

lining.He can have fruit—especially citrus fruit—and he should prefer honey to sugar, wheat

germ oil and wholegrain cereals to white rice or refined wheat products. Infusions of orange

blossom will help this jumpy character to sleep. He ought to take vitamins—especially E and C.

Rats love to abuse tobacco so they should add on a B-complex tablet and be sure to get lots of

beta-carotene.If he learns to eat carefully, the Rat may be able to avoid stomach ulcers but as

he usually refuses to listen to reason about his eating habits and incessantly suffers from

turning his highly-strung temperament inwards, he will probably have an ulcer or stress-related

illness at least once in his life.Rats succumb to many mental disorders. As they are

workaholics, nervous breakdown and depression often threaten their equilibrium. If the Rat

does not slow down and get himself in balance, he may be headed for a major breakdown or

end up living in a mildly (or even severely) manic-depressive state. When all is well he is UP

with a capital U—cheerful, Optimistic, talkative and impulsive—but in the face of a setback or

difficulty, the Rat's moral plummets, and he suffers from giddiness, constipation, muscular pain

and arthritis and/or mood swings. Watch out for episodes of gloom and doom which can bode

clinical depression or even awaken suicidal tendencies.The Rat is guilty of mistreating his



fragile nervous system's good nature by over-indulgence—in physical work or study playing a

sport, falling in love, eating rich food, quaffing alcoholic drinks, recreational drugs, smoking

tobacco, slurping ice creams or gobbling chocolates. It seems as though Rats cannot be

satisfied by moderation. Too much hard work means that all Rats suffer from insomnia, made

worse when they lose their grip on reality. Awake in the night, they tend to worry about

everything from unpaid bills to not getting enough sleep. After a few sleepless months of

protracted exhaustion and anxiety, some Rats find themselves popped into ambulances and

hauled away to the nearest nursing home or loony bin.Combine his lifetime of consuming a rich

diet with the Rat's congenital vascular fragility and you reap some impressive cerebrovascular

accidents—or strokes. Again, Rats must be vigilant, see their physicians regularly, heed advice

about smoking and altering their frenzied work and eating habits. If they don't monitor their

blood pressure and practice a sport such as tennis, fencing, swimming or walking, Rats put

their hearts and arteries in serious jeopardy.Traditionally, Rats contract more than their share

of lung cancers, possibly due to their tendency to chain-smoke. Even though they have ample

evidence of a weak, vulnerable respiratory tract, bouts of bronchitis, periodic coughing fits and

morning phlegm plague the Rat. His lungs get easily congested and colds may prostrate him

for weeks.If, as is likely, he refuses to give up smoking, he should at least try to boost his

respiratory system's capacity by horse riding, cycling, golf, swimming and other oxygenating

sports. Secondly, both for his fragile chest and respiratory tract as well as to assist in calming

his frazzled nerves, he should avoid living in cities or areas of high pollution in favor of the

countryside, if possible, close to a forest where the oxygen is frequently renewed by abundant

plant life.Allergies are another delicate Rat affliction. Rat women especially experience

reactions to every pollen, dust, mold spore and smoke allergen known to medicine. Her lungs

are susceptible to alveolitis, but her nose and bronchial tubes fill up and make her miserable

when she has allergic reactions. Rats can be treated with drugs but would be better off taking a

water cure at a spa. From the age of fifty the Rat's susceptibility to allergy diminishes, so that

often by the time he or she retires the body will be allergy free.Most dangerous for the Rat's

well-being and health is his utter scorn for symptoms. Either he is a coward about seeking

painful treatment or else he truly believes that aching muscles, difficulty in breathing, pains in

the feet and legs or bronchial distress, hyperactivity or gloom, if ignored may disappear. The

Rat recklessly abuses his health and one day pays dearly for the arrogant assumption that he

will live for ever in perfect fettle. Careless-living Rats often suffer from severely handicapping

chronic illness after the age of fifty-five. If I dare venture an educated guess, life as an

aggressive, restless Rat, incapacitated or confined to a wheelchair is probably a fate worse

than the alternative.RAT COMPATIBILITIESRat with Rat: A marriage guaranteed to enrich their

lives. Both partners fear loneliness; each clings to the unit with tiny tough teeth and claws. The

Rat knows how to behave as a friend as well as a lover, taking a mate’s part in business

ventures as well as helping them over rough patches. Rat showers Rat with presents and

solicitude. Rat appreciates kindnesses, understands the Rat mate’s needs and supplies

complete support.A few spiky moments may crop up. They both flirt—outrageously! He’ll be

eyeing some comely dinner guest while she plays footsie under the same dining table with the

comely guest’s hubby. Bitter accusations ensue—rifts, breaches of trust and days of mute

tension. Early on, this couple should take a vow to discuss everything when it happens. Lay

jealousies and suspicions on the carpet so they can be properly dissected and jettisoned

before the weeklong silences set in. They ought to restrain their social life. Too much innocent

tootsie-rubbing with cocktail cronies may ultimately weaken their bond.Normally, the sex is

fantastic. Both parties require masses of time together in bed. They also agree on adventurous



sex. Rat bed games are enormously complicated—but harmless.Rat with Ox: Union between

these two signs guarantees matrimonial stability. The Ox provides the rambunctious Rat with

the grounding he lacks, and the Rat peeks through the Ox’s wall of convention and resistance

to change, pepping up a possibly dreary, plodding existence. This combination fits, each

rounding out the other’s sharper edges.The Ox’s steadfastness provides the Rat with the kind

of security he needs. The devoted Ox will be happy to take on the role of provider, which allows

the Rat to act as family protector. The gregarious Rat enjoys giving parties and attending social

functions. All the better for the quiet Ox who, without the Rat’s exuberant nature, would simply

stay at home ruminating. Each is happy to fulfill his role. Alluring and meticulous, a Rat is a

perfect helpmate for an Ox in business, doing back flips and handstands to encourage the Ox’s

career.Of course, the Ox demands complete fidelity. Despite a gnawing desire to stray

occasionally, the Rat will mostly remain faithful.What about passion? Neither the Rat nor the

Ox is overly preoccupied with the fanciful notion of zany lovemaking practices. Their sex life will

be lusty—if routine.Rat with Tiger: At first meeting these two charm the pants off each other.

The Rat finds the Tiger charming and would love to show him off, while the confident Tiger is

amused by the Rat’s vigorous chatter and lively sense of humor. But there is bound to be

friction in the long run.After the first spark of love, these two will find fault with each other. The

rambunctious, adventurous Tiger will forever be seeking excitement—off on safari to Kenya,

then on to San Francisco to catch the next earthquake. The Rat, being more domestic, will

come to hate the sight of suitcases.The Tiger stalks instability, tempted by danger and the

prospect of having a new job every year. Everything is challenging to this aggressive beast.

The Rat will not always find the Tiger’s inconsistencies appealing and will be plagued by worry.

Rat’s mental stability depends greatly on material security and, with the Tiger always job-

hopping, the Rat will fret over money.
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